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Welcome to the Gesaeuse National Park

When you first think of the Gesaeuse, then it’s probably the craggy and precipitous slopes of the Hochtor Group, the 
Buchsteinstock or the Reichenstein Group which spring to mind. With an active alpine history stretching back more than 
150 years, mountaineering is inseparably associated with these rock walls. The heart of the Gesaeuse was designated 
a national park on 26 October 2002, shortly afterwards being awarded the international status of a strictly controlled 
Category II Protected Area (National Park) by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

What does it mean to be out and about in an internationally recognised national park? One of the park’s most important 
duties is visitor management. The title of National Park enjoys international respect and serves to attract many visitors. 
Depending upon the national park in question, visitor management involves signposting, minor or major restrictions on 
access to particular areas or activities, and prohibited areas.

In the Gesaeuse National Park it is nature itself which poses the strictest limitations, rendering many areas inaccessi-
ble. Yet additional restrictions are needed to protect the natural environment. For example, visitors are only permitted 
on the banks of the rivers Enns and Johnsbach at the signposted visitor areas. On the Enns, these are the areas at the 
Johnsbachsteg bridge and the Gstatterboden campsite. The banks of the Johnsbach are accessible near the Hellichter 
Stein. All remaining sections of the riverbank are exclusively reserved for their natural inhabitants, such as the birds 
which breed on the banks. These areas should be actively avoided by our human visitors.

Lighting fires in the woods or by the rivers is forbidden, as it is throughout Austria, and National Park rangers check 
regularly to ensure these regulations are observed. However, the National Park does provide a publicly accessible area at 
the campsite in Gstatterboden where fires are permitted, and welcomes everyone planning to spend an evening here by 
a campfire.

The subject of mountain biking is raised frequently. Here, as in the rest of Austria, cycling is not permitted on forestry 
roads and hiking trails and, again, National Park rangers patrol these routes regularly. However, the Gesaeuse National 
Park stands out by providing a signposted and maintained trail for mountain bikers which runs over the Hochscheiben-
alm pasture. Contrary to popular belief, mountain bikers are not permitted to cycle along the trail up to the Buchstein-
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haus, but a second mountain bike trail is available, the Johnsbacher Almrunde, a section of which runs through the 
National Park.

Rock climbing

Mountaineers carry out their sport in an environment richly diverse in flora and fauna. When climbing, who could fail 
to be captivated by the sense of freedom enjoyed when observing chamois in the wild, or admiring the elegant flight of 
the golden eagle or acrobatic flight manoeuvres of the alpine chough? Bird species you might meet when climbing in 
the Gesaeuse include the wallcreeper, crag martin, peregrine falcon and common kestrel, the common raven and eagle 
owl, all of whom have their breeding grounds on the rocky cliff faces.

We can assume that anyone who comes here to climb and is willing to accept the long ascent and descent times invol-
ved has a certain love of nature and places a value on its experience as a whole. So there is no need here to mention 
the importance of avoiding litter and loud noise. Every climber has their own code of honour and this clearly speaks for 
itself.

However, we should consider the subject of first ascents and the renovation of existing routes.

For many years now it has been the role of the Gesaeuse mountain rescue service to coordinate the renovation of clim-
bing routes. Where possible, the mountain rescue service contacts first climbers and decides on the basic form of reno-
vation; for example, if belay stations only are needed, or, if pitons are also required, and if so how many. Nationalpark 
Gesaeuse GmbH has also supported these activities over the years. Anyone thinking of renovating a route should please 
contact the mountain rescue service in advance. The authors of this guidebook would be the ideal people to contact.

Even with a history of climbing in the Gesaeuse stretching back over a century, first ascents are still possible in the 
National Park. In accordance with the Vienna School of mountaineering, climbers are expected to adhere to a certain 
ethic when it comes to style and equipment. For example, setting up multi-pitch routes by abseiling down from above 
is certainly not viewed as an admirable sporting achievement. Internationally-recognised mountaineering experts have 
discussed the question of style and made their recommendations in the Tyrol Declaration.
Thus the style of a first ascent is not a question of law, but rather one of ethics.  

First ascents are not permitted in the two following areas:
Himbeerstein: in order to safeguard the habitat of resident birds, there has always been a general prohibition on clim-
bing here, even before the Gesaeuse became a National Park.
Hinterwinkel: the area is not accessible by hiking trails and is intended as a refuge for flora and fauna. 

Access to the climbing routes

Working closely with the Gesaeuse National Park and the professional hunters of the Styrian Forestry Commission, the 
authors of the guide have outlined recommended approach routes to popular rock faces. These are intended to minimise 
disturbance to the local flora and fauna and lead to the formation of small trails which will make the access for climbers 
easier. No one likes to get lost in the ravines, dwarf pine fields and buttresses below the cliffs. Those who examine their 
route maps and look out for stone markers will reach the starting points for their climb more easily!
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What else is of interest to climbers in the Gesaeuse National Park?

Geology exhibition in the pavilion

An exciting, informative and interactive presentation on the origins of the mountains in the Gesaeuse is on show at the 
geology exhibition in the National Park pavilion in Gstatterboden. Anyone interested in the subject of geology should 
reserve at least an hour for the exhibition. The pavilion’s outdoor dining area also offers a perfect view of the north 
faces and is a pleasant place to relax after your climb.

Willow dome

Have you ever seen a water flea two metres in size on a screen, or examined the organisms living in a handful of wood-
land floor? The willow dome’s research programmes will fascinate not only children and youngsters, but visitors of all 
ages. 

Guided hiking tours

You wouldn’t really expect to see alpinists on one of our guided hiking tours. But those of you wanting to learn more 
and understand the Gesaeuse as a whole should ask about the National Park’s extensive annual programme of tours. So 
when hiking to your next climb, you can explain the geology of the Gesaeuse to your climbing buddies and point out an 
orchid or two, assuming you’re not too out of breath! 

National Park enterprise partners

Food and drink is certainly a subject of considerable interest to alpinists. Anyone looking for a suitable place for refresh-
ment or overnight accommodation who chooses a National Park enterprise partner can be sure of enjoying that little 
extra when it comes to service and quality, as well as information about National Park issues.

Nationalpark Gesäuse GmbH wishes all its visitors an enjoyable and memorable stay in the Gesaeuse.
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General informations

This guidebook describes many climbing routes inside and around the „Gesäuse Nationalpark“. 
The book contents the most recommended ascents. Very important points for the select of the routes were: The beauty, 
rockquality, adventure and the line management. The selected routes should be of interest to a big audience – from 
alpinist to the sportclimber. Because of this, real alpine classic climbs example the „Jahn-Zimmer” (Hochtor north face) 
and hard alpine sportclimbing routes like the „Anima Mundi” (Dachl north face) were included. The criterion was not the 
grade of difficult but the beauty and the adventure of a route.
We to do without long-winded stories but sought for exact topos and associative symbols to describe the expected 
climb and the securements. In addition to our guidebook, the specialist will find a lot of ascents in other (unfortunately 
partly out of print) guidebooks.

Especially between the world wars I and II, the Gesäuse was often visited Eldorado for the Vienna and Graz climbing 
scene. Some outstanding routes date of this time. In the last decades it was getting much quieter in the walls. Maybe it 
depends on the often long accesses or on the – measured at currently security thinking- not always perfect protection 
of the routes.
In the last years until today, the Gesäuse is getting to a point of interest again. This is the consequence of many new 
routes and redevelopments of belays or whole ascents.

Difficulty details
All routes are rated with the UIAA difficulty scale. We tried to adapt the grade of difficult to each other routes in Gesäu-
se and because of that, sometimes our disclosures differ to other books and topos.
Note: All valuations are subjective and our specification you should intend just as suggestion!
Especially the old classic Gesäuse climbs are rated hardly in comparison to other areas!

Safety
Most ascents of the Gesäuse require the mastery of the specified grade of difficult, the safe handling with mobile 
placements and a very well surefooting at the accesses and descents! Most of the routes in the Nationalpark Gesäuse 
(especially at the Hochtor group) will never have the character of a sportclimbing area.
For the redevelopment of the routes, mostly proofed and recommended bolts from well known companies were used. 
The material was mounted by a group of experienced climbers according to manufacturer’s instructions and to the best 
knowledge and certain.
We explicitly point out, climbing in alpine terrain always requires a high degree of personal responsibility! The material 
in the rocks is always exposed to harsh weather conditions. Nobody can guarantee the well quality of material after 
years and decades …
Each climber has to proof the bolts, pitons, slings etc. for himself. If you are uncertainly, you should secure the passage/
belay with mobile placements too!
The problematic and dangerous „Sigi-Bolts” (problems in Tennengebirge area) are not in use in Gesäuse. In case of 
malfunction of pitons, bolts, slings and other material, you can not submit claims!

Use of information note
The reports to the routes inside the guidebook are submitting from the 1st climbers which have opened the route, from 
comparison to older guidebooks and from topos which were made during the climb of the routes. To proof the reports, 
almost all the routes were climbed by the authors! 

Only the user is responsible for the correct handling of the book!
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Even though the meticulously production of the guidebook, we can not give you a guarantee for the perfect work, zero 
mistakes etc. Printing mistakes we cannot exclude too. 
We accept no liability for direct or indirect damages which follow from the usage of the book.
Trough the usage of the book, no liability and warranty claims can be derived!

Copyright
The reproduced representation of climbing routes inside this book is copyright protected!
It’s allowed to print out topos, pictures etc. for your own use. Each duplication and dissemination howsoever (paper, 
online, data media etc. – complete or partial) is strictly forbidden!
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Access to the south side of the „Kleiner Ödstein“

Take the well marked main trail from Johnsbach (Restaurant Kölblwirt) in direction Hesshütte. After about 40 minutes, 
leave this path at the „unterer Koderboden” (1235mH, GPS 1).  Now take the also well marked trail in direction „Hochtor” 
(Schneelochweg).Follow this trail to a crossing sign (GPS 2). Don’t follow the trail to the right side, because it’s the trail 
to the „Hochtor”! On the crossing point (GPS 2), went straight up to a steeper, bit rocky slope with the red sign „FK”. Also 
you’ll find a memorial shield with the name „Franz Lammer”. Hike further and take the 1st chance to use a very small 
path (GPS 3) to the left (1451mH). Crossing grassy fields, the trail passes the „Gamssteinsattel” (1566mH). Crossing the 
big gravel field will bring you to the entry of the ascents of the „Kleiner Ödstein” (A yellow point on the rock beside one 
bolt is the start for all the routes!).

GPS Coordinates: UTM-UPS with WGS84 in zone 32T

GPS 1: E 0471943 and N 5265654
GPS 2: E 0471691 and N 5266092
GPS 3: E 0471661 and N 5266204

Descent 1: The best is abseil down the route „Waidhofnerweg”.

Descent 2: If you don’t like abseiling, you can use the demanding and steep trail „Blaue Markierung” (blue marked 
trail). Attention- you’ll find loose rock and climbing passages grade 2. Danger descent!

Descent 3: Hike down the very long but not so dangerous „Kirchengrat” (red -white marked, grade 2). In this case you 
should not leave some stuff below the routes, because you’ll never get back to this point!
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Kleiner Ödstein – Südwand

Sendero Luminoso 7+/8-       

Character: 
Challenging but excellent ascend. Dominant are rough slabs and water grooves. 
Because of long runouts, the grade of difficult should be well controlled!
The lower part of ascend is a bit grassy.

First ascend:
J.Zacharias and E.Hauer; 21.09.1997

Difference in altitude: 
500m

Access: 
1A into the big gravel field directly below the south wall. Take the small path up to the 1. Bolt, 
beside the yellow point.
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery!

Descend: 
Abseil the route (arduous, takes time) or climb down the demanding and steep „Blaue Markierung” 
(blue marked trail, grade 1-2) back to the „Gamssteinsattel”.
In case of abseiling, don’t initiate rockfall!

Tipp: 
The most difficult pitches you’ll find at the headwall. If you like to avoid this part, cross to the ascend 
„Südwandplatte” (5+).
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Kleiner Ödstein – Südwand

Flora 6+ (obl.)         

Character: 
Very elegant ascent! Deep water grooves and slabs are dominating. Up to the top, slabs are getting steeper and steeper. 
The total length (19 pitches) and some long runouts are responsible for the „Flora“ is one of the most dominating 
Gesäuse classic climbs.

First ascent: 
R.Gollner, J.Zacharias; 04.06.1983

Difference in altitude: 
500m

Access: 
1A into the big gravel field directly below the south wall. Take the small path up to the 1. Bolt, 
beside the yellow point.
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery!

Descend: 
Abseil the route (arduous, takes time) or climb down the demanding and steep „Blaue Markierung” 
(blue marked trail, grade 1-2) back to the „Gamssteinsattel”.
In case of abseiling, don’t initiate rockfall!

Tipp: 
At the „Dir. Ausstieg” (direct exit), mentally strong climbers will find one of the most beautiful pitches in region!
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Kleiner Ödstein – Südwand

Südostschulter 5  (obl.)      

Character: 
Varied and very beautiful ascent through rough and deep water grooves. If you feel safe and sovereign in 5th grade, 
for sure you’ll enjoy it!

First ascent: 
F.Ganser, J.Zacharias; 02.10.1983

Difference in altitude: 
500m

Access: 
1A into the big gravel field directly below the south wall. Take the small path up to the 1. Bolt, 
beside the yellow point.
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery!

Descend: 
Abseil the route (arduous, takes time) or climb down the demanding and steep „Blaue Markierung” 
(blue marked trail, grade 1-2) back to the „Gamssteinsattel”.
In case of abseiling, don’t initiate rockfall!

Tipp: 
Doable early in the year.
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Kleiner Ödstein - Südwand

Waidhofnerweg 4+  (obl.)       

Character: 
Stimulating climb through eroded slabs and impressive water grooves! Because of some runouts and the length of the 
route, the grade of difficult should be well controlled!
At the lower part bit grassy.

First ascent: 
A. and J.Zacharias; 23.07.1983

Difference in altitude: 
500m

Access: 
1A into the big gravel field directly below the south wall. Take the small path up to the 1. Bolt, 
beside the yellow point.
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery!

Descend: 
Abseil the route (bolts and chains) or climb down the demanding and steep „Blaue Markierung” 
(blue marked trail, grade 1-2) back to the „Gamssteinsattel”.
In case of abseiling, don’t initiate rockfall!

Tipp: 
If you like to climb the very beautiful „Hauerplatte” (variant, pitch 15), a 55m rope is needed! 
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Kleiner Ödstein – Südwand
       
Gummikiller 4+  (obl.)       
Dir. Gummikiller 7-  (obl.)

Character:  
In this grade of difficulty, for sure the „Gummikiller” is one of the best ascents in Gesäuse. The rough eroded slabs and 
the moderate difficulties are pure enjoyment! Because of some runouts, the grade of difficult should be well controlled! 
At the lower part bit grassy.

First ascent: 
J.Zacharias, E.Hauer; 21.06.1998

Difference in altitude: 
450m

Access: 
1A into the big gravel field directly below the south wall. Take the small path up to the 1. Bolt, 
beside the yellow point.
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery!

Descend: 
Abseil the route (bolts and chains) or climb down the demanding and steep „Blaue Markierung” 
(blue marked trail, grade 1-2) back to the „Gamssteinsattel”.
In case of abseiling, don’t initiate rockfall!
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Access to the south side of Großer Ödstein, Festkogel, Rinnerstein     

Take the well marked main trail from Johnsbach (Restaurant Kölblwirt) in direction Hesshütte. After about 40 minutes, 
leave this path at the „unterer Koderboden” (1235mH, GPS 1).  Now take the also well marked trail in direction „Hochtor” 
(Schneelochweg).Follow this trail to a crossing sign (GPS 2). Don’t follow the trail to the right side, because it’s the trail 
to the „Hochtor”! On the crossing point (GPS 2), went straight up to a steeper, bit rocky slope with the red sign „FK”. Also 
you’ll find a memorial shield with the name „Franz Lammer”. Hike up the slope and straight away to a meadow. Traverse 
a little bit to the right now. Beside a hidden „Steinmann” (stacked stones, Stoneman), hike to the left and further trough 
mountain pines into the big gravel field below the Festkogel talus.

1.) To the Rinnerstein: 
Use the small mountain goat paths up to the right and traverse relatively steep, grassy and rocky slopes.

2.) To the Großer Ödstein Südostwand: 
From the gravel field hike up to the left and climb through compact slabs (Grade 2-3) – some threaded slings (SU, 
Sanduhr) - straight away to the start.

3.) To the Festkogel southwestface: 
Use the small path trough the gravel field to the Festkogel talus. The easiest climb trough the talus you’ll find complete-
ly on the right, immediately left of the prominent canyon (Grade 1-2). Alternative: Climb one of the routes through the 
talus (page 56-59).

Time to hike to the Festkogeltalus and Rinnerstein: about 1 ½ - 2 hours.
Time to hike to the Festkogel southwestface and Großer Ödstein: about 2 – 2 ½ hours.

GPS Coordinates: UTM-UPS with WGS84 in zone 32T
GPS 1: E 0471943 and N 5265654
GPS 2: E 0471691 and N 5266092

Descent from Festkogel: 
From the summit, hike down the well marked main trail in direction northeast, later in direction east (passing the 
„Schneekarturm“) into the „Schneeloch”. Now follow the main trail down to the „unterer Koderboden” and Johnsbach. 
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Großer Ödstein – Südostwand

Dir. Südostwand 7+  (6 obl.)

Character: 
Super line, good rock quality and sufficient placements! Dreamlike climbing passages in a very impressive scenery let 
forget you the long access. Abseiling the route is no problem!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 31.10.1993

Difference in altitude: 
250m

Access: 
1B into the prominent gravel field. Further climb trough the talus (compact slabs, nice climbing, some threaded slings, 
grade 1-2) to the start.

Descend: 
Abseil the route and the steeper part of talus (threaded slings); take a look at the picture page 52!

Info: 
Threaded sling = Sanduhr, SU in the topo!
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FESTKOGELVORBAU – SÜDWAND

Routes through the talus:

1.) Regenschauer 6+
1SL 45m, 6+; (7 bolts)
2SL 35m, 4; (3 bolts)
3SL 35m, 3; (3 bolts)
Tipp: Attention, rest of old snow until summer!

2.) Collinox 6+  
1SL 45m, 6+; (5 bolts)
2SL 45m, 4-; (3 bolts)
3SL 50m, 3; (3 bolts)
Tipp: Start at the blue point, straight up.

3.) Schneewind 7-
1SL 50m, 7-; (6 bolts)
2SL 40m, 5; (3 bolts)
3SL 35m, 3+; (2 bolts)
Tipp: Start at the blue point, up to the right

4.) Gully 7
1SL 50m, 7; (5 bolts)
Tipp: Deep prominent gully

5.) Klassische 5
1SL 40m, 5; (5 bolts)
2SL 40m, 4; (3 bolts)
3SL 35m, 4; (2 bolts)
Tipp: left variant is grade 6-

6.) Kleehummel 5-
1SL 25m, 4-; (2 bolts)
2SL 35m, 5-; (3 bolts)
3SL 30m, 4; (2 bolts)
4SL 40m, 4; (3 bolts)
Tipp: Start at the orange point

7.) Skiny 5
1SL 30m, 4-; (2 bolts)
2SL 25m, 5; (2 bolts)
3SL 35m, 5; (4 bolts)
Tipp: Start at the right of the orange point, straight up.

8.) Zachalweg 5
1SL 35m, 4-; (4 bolts)
2SL 40m, 5-; (3 bolts)
3SL 45m, 5; (2 bolts)
Tipp: Start immediately right of the orange point, 
traverse to the right. Straight up from 1st belay

9.) 17/19 er  5+
1SL 300m, 4; (4 bolts)
2SL 45m, 5+; (4 bolts)
3SL 45m, 5; (5 bolts)
Tipp: From 1st belay up to the left
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Plattenspieler 6  (6- obl.)

Character: 
Super climb on rough eroded slabs and water grooves. Because of the redevelopment, for sure this slabclimb will be a 
real classic and a fantastic alternative route at the Festkogel. 
At the crux length, the left variant is rated 6-.

 First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Roth; 17.08.1984

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
1B into the prominent gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the top of the Festkogel and hike down the well marked main trail (passing the „Schneekar-
turm”) back to Johnsbach. 
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Fahrt ins Blaue 7+  (6 obl.)

Character: 
Because of the excellent rough rock and the perfect securing, this route is pure enjoyment! If you use the bolts as a little 
help, the crux length should be not a problem! Abseiling the route is relatively easy!

First ascent: 
A.Hollinger, K.Matzner; 2002

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
Access: 1B into the prominent gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62! 
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 2 alternatives
1.) Abseil the route
2.) Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach. 

Tipp: 
In the 1.pitch, your leg technical should be very precise! Stay cool!
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Steyrerweg 4+  (obl.)

Character: 
Nice climb trough terraced slabs and cracks. Especially in the 1.pitch, you’ll find very beautiful climbing passages on 
rough eroded rock. You should be able to climb the grade of difficulty easily. The perfect handling with mobile place-
ments should be well mastered!

First ascent: 
A.Indrich, E.Roßbach, E. Winklmayr; 27.05.1973

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
1B into the prominent gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach.
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Wienerführe 6- (obl.)

Character: 
Fantastic climb through rough eroded slabs and corners. The „Wienerführe“ is one of the most popular routes at the 
Festkogel. The traditional character (only pitons during all lengths) adds this route to an alpine classic.
   
 First ascent: 
W.Kosa, P.Lavicka; 21.09.1968

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
1B into the prominent gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach.

Alternative: 
Abseiling (if there’re no climbers below you)
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Superlux 6+  (obl.)

Character: 
One of the most beautiful and pleasurable slab climbs in Gesäuse. The ascent follows compact and eroded slabs. After a 
redevelopment, the „Superlux“ is a real challenging dreamline!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 13.09.1981

Difference in altitude: 300m

Access: 
1B into the prominent gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach.

Alternative: 
Abseiling (if there’re no climbers below)
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Letzte Ölung 7 (obl.)

Character: 
Redeveloped but urgent freeclimb, top rock quality! The first ascent was made without bolts in courageous freeclimb! If 
you repeat this route, think at the remarkable and fearless performance of the pioneers!

First ascent: 
F.Bräuer, R.Lintner; 29.08.1984

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
1B into the prominent gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach.

Alternative: 
Abseiling – if there’re no climbers below you!

Tipp: 
The roof in the 2nd pitch must be climbed far on the right side!
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Peterkaführe 5-  (4+ obl.)

Character: 
Beautiful classic line through chimneys, corners and compact slabs. If some other aspirants in the wall, attention of 
rockfall! You should be able to climb the grade of difficulty easily. The perfect handling with mobile placements should 
be well mastered!
Some variants are possible but not recommended. 

First ascent: 
H.Peterka, H.Schwanda; 31.07.1932

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
1B into the prominent gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach.
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Licht und Schatten 8- (7+obl.)

Character: 
Challenging slab climb and fantastic rock quality! The most difficult parts must be climbed free, but they are well pro-
tected! In this grade of difficult, this ascend is one of the most beautiful in Gesäuse!

First ascent: 
M.Strimitzer; E.Gritsch; 09.09. + 22.09.1993

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
1B into a gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach. 

Alternative: At the big ledge (gr. Band), traverse to the right and abseil down the route „Dreierradl”. 
50m double rope necessary!

Tipp: 
The entry you’ll find 7 meters on the right of the prominent chimney of „Peterkaführe”.
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Congratulations 7+  (7- obl.)

Character: 
Well protected sportclimb through wonderful, eroded slabs. The 7th grade must be well mastered! The last pitch is 
similar with the „Licht und Schatten” exit.

 First ascent: 
J.Gstöttenmayr, B.Hochreiter; 24.07.1990

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
1B into a gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach. 

Alternative: At the big ledge (gr. Band), traverse to the right and abseil down the route „Dreierradl”. 
50m double rope necessary!
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Mordillo 7  (obl.)

Character: 
Dreamlike climb through perfect rough rock! During the 1st ascent, the climbers were using only mobile placements 
most of the time! Repeaters for sure will have respect for this remarkable line! The ascent was redeveloped moderately 
and is very demanding. Urgent freeclimb in crux passages!

First ascent: 
F.Bräuer, G.Schornsteiner; 09.09.1983

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
1B into a gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach. 

Alternative: Abseiling (50m double rope necessary!)
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Festkogel – Südwestwand

Dir. Dreierradl 7  (6+ obl.)

Character: 
Impressive, wonderful and elegant ascent through dreamlike slabs and cracks (Piaz)! One of the most beautiful climbs 
in region! This one was the 1st modern protected sportclimb at the Festkogel. If you are choosing the variants in pitch 1 
and 5, the grade of difficult is maximum 6. In the variants, perfect handling with mobile placements (nuts, friends etc.) 
should be well mastered!

Abseiling the route is no problem, but it requires a 50m double rope!

First ascent: 
V.Gattringer, J.Gstöttenmayr, B.Hochreiter; 10.09.1988

Difference in altitude: 
250m

Access: 
1B into a gravel field and further trough the talus to the start. Take a look at the picture page 62!
Attention in springtime - early summer period: Rest of old and hard snowfield. Slippery, very dangerous!

Descend: 
Climb up the west ridge to the Festkogel summit and hike down the well marked main trail 
(passing the „Schneekarturm”) back to Johnsbach. 

Alternative: Abseiling - 50m double rope necessary!

Tipp: 
Shadow until late morning
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Rinnerstein - Südwand

Kreuzotterkamin 5+  (obl.)

Character: 
Classic climb on black eroded rock (sometimes painful…). The route is a well ascent to the Festkogel climbs, especially 
to avoid the Festkogel talus on busy days...

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Nau; 23.07.1983

Difference in altitude: 
130m

Access: 
1B and up the steep grassy slope to the corner below the prominent chimney. Uncomfortable in wet conditions, attenti-
on! Take a look at the picture page 90!

Descend: 
1.) From the exit up to the big canyon.  Later went left into the prominent gully of the Festkogel talus. Climb down to 
the big gravel field. (troublesome, takes time)

2.) From the exit (small meadow) immediately take the ledge to the right (interruption passage grade 2-3) and abseil 
the route „Spagatti” (50m double rope necessary!)
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Rinnerstein - Südwand

Schizofrania 7  (7- obl.)
Spit a Hoi 8-  (7 obl.)

Character: 
Sporty freeclimbs on often nice drop holes! After rainfalls mostly wet for longer time! Especially in the „Schizofrania”, 
the perfect handling with mobile placements should be well mastered! To climb both ascends during 
one day is recommended!

First ascent: 
M.Fluch, S.Fluch, C.Erndl; autumn 1989

Difference in altitude: 
150m

Access: 
1B; Hike up steep grassy slopes and mountain goat paths to the entry below the big prominent slab.
Uncomfortable in wet conditions, attention! Take a look at the picture page 90!

Descend: 
Abseil the route; 50m single rope is ok, but you have to climb down the talus a little bit (grade 2-3)
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Rinnerstein - Südwand

Spagatti 6 (obl.)

Character: 
Phantastic crackclimb through black and eroded rock. After rainfalls, the ascent will be wet for longer time. The route is 
redeveloped and you can climb it without stress. To combine some Rinnerstein climbs in one day is recommended!  

First ascent: 
R.Gollner and friend; 20.10.1984

Difference in altitude: 150m

Access: 
1B; Hike up steep grassy slopes and mountain goat paths to the entry below the big prominent crack.
Uncomfortable in wet conditions, attention! Take a look at the picture page 90!

Descend: 
Abseil down. 50m double rope is necessary!

Tipp: 
A profitable and recommended combination: Climb the „Kreuzotterkamin”. At the end, traverse the ledge (interrup-
tion - passage grade 2-3) to the right. You’ll reach the ascent Spagatti after 3rd pitch. Abseil this route and climb the 
„Spagatti”.
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Rinnerstein - Südwand

Die Unbekannte 7-  (obl.)

Character: 
The relative new sportclimbing route offers very good rock quality but urgent free climbing passages and some runouts. 
Take a look at the 3rd pitch - the brown stripe requires dry conditions! The deep gully must be climbed on the right of 
the edge!

First ascent: 
Unknown; 2008

Difference in altitude: 
180m

Access: 
1B; Hike up steep grassy slopes and mountain goat paths to the entry.
Uncomfortable in wet conditions, attention! Take a look at the picture page 90!

Descend: 
Abseiling the „Gamsmutterkamin”.  50m double rope is necessary!

Tipp: 
Attention – 55m rope for pitch 2 required! From the exit, you can traverse to the Festkogel southwestface routes easily 
(ca 30 minutes, grade 1-2)
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Rinnerstein - Südwand

Gamsmutterkamin 5+  (obl.)

Character: 
This is an ascent for real alpinists! Classic line trough chimneys and cracks with very impressive cave passages (2x)! You 
have to wait for very dry conditions which you’ll find mostly in autumn – otherwise the cave passages could be very 
unpleasant! The ascent is redeveloped but the perfect handling with mobile placements should be well mastered!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 20.11.1983

Difference in altitude: 
180m

Access: 
1B; Hike up steep grassy slopes and mountain goat paths to the entry.
Uncomfortable in wet conditions, attention! Take a look at the picture page 90!

Descend: 
Abseil the route (steep). 50m double rope is necessary!

Tipp: 
A traverse from the exit to the Festkogel southwest face is uncomplicated (Grade 1-2, 30 minutes).
A combination with the Schneekarturm – Pfeiler Südwand ascent „Südwand” (6+, 6- obl.) is recommended! 
Take a look page 117!
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Rinnerstein - Südwand

Papi in sight 8-  (7-obl.)

Character: 
Dreamlike climb on rough eroded rock. The lower part was redeveloped in year 2009, the upper part we 
plan to redevelop 2013.

First ascent: 
M.Kohlhofer-Feichter, E.Hafner; 23.08.1991

Difference in altitude: 
180m

Access: 
1B; Hike up steep grassy slopes and mountain goat paths to the entry.
Uncomfortable in wet conditions, attention! Take a look at the picture page 90!

Descend: 
Abseil the route „Gamsmutterkamin“. 50m double rope is necessary!

Tipp: 
A traverse from the exit to the Festkogel southwest face (Grade 1-2, 30 minutes) or to the Schneekarturm is uncompli-
cated. After rainfall, the ascent will be wet for longer time. In winter mostly wet!
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Access to the Schneekarturm
     

Take the well marked main trail from Johnsbach (Restaurant Kölblwirt) in direction Hesshütte. After about 40 minutes, 
leave this path at the „unterer Koderboden” (1235mH, GPS 1).  Now take the also well marked trail in direction „Hochtor” 
(Schneelochweg). Follow this trail to a crossing sign (GPS 2). Take the right trail in direction Hochtor (Schneelochweg), 
not straight up (= access to Festkogel and Kleiner Ödstein)! Follow the marked trail into a forest and hike further trough 
grassy and rocky slopes to the prominent Schneekarturm. 

Time to hike is about 2h.

GPS Coordinates: UTM-UPS with WGS84 in zone 32T

GPS 1: E 0471943 and N 5265654
GPS 2: E 0471691 and N 5266092

Descent from Schneekarturm: 
Abseiling is recommended!

Alternative: From the summit, climb the ridge in direction north west (Grade 2) to reach the presummit in the west. 
Climb down to the „Schneekarscharte”. From here it’s easy to hike back to the entry of the routes and back to Johnsbach.
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Schneekarturm - Südostwand

Südostpfeiler 6  (6- obl.)
Dir. Südostpfeiler 7+  (6 obl.)

Character: 
„The” classic ascent through the wonderful Schneekarturm peak! Constantly beautiful and continuous climb on mostly 
compact rock. The direct pillar is better protected and highly recommended!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig, F.Taxböck; 06.11.1966;
Direct pillar: 15.09.1990

Difference in altitude: 
220m

Access: 
1C on the „Schneelochweg” (Schneelochtrail) to the prominent peak. Entry: Take a look at the picture page 106!

Descend: 
Abseil the prominent pillar

Tipp: 
Sometimes good conditions during the springtime!

Direkter Südostpfeiler, pitch 4: 
The 6+ passage above the belay is unclimbable in freeclimb style. We rate it 6+ A0! A long sling will help very well!
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Schneekarturm - Südostwand

Elektra 8+/9-  (8- obl.)

Character: 
Challenging sportclimb on rough eroded rock! In 7th grade, sometimes you have to climb runouts up to 6m! You need 
a good eye to find the easiest line through the slabs. The grade 8- you have to climb free and mobile placements (nuts, 
friends) are helpful.

First ascent: 
F.Bräuer, P.Weigert; September 1993

Difference in altitude: 
220m

Access: 
1C on the „Schneelochweg” (Schneelochtrail) to the prominent peak. Entry: Take a look at the picture page 106!

Descend: 
Abseil the route.

Tipp: 
Don’t climb the last meters to the summit - loose rock!
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Schneekarturm – Ostwand

Samurai 7 (6 obl.)

Character: 
Short sportclimbing route with friendly character. The crux length (3rd pitch) is well equipped and maybe one oft the 
most beautiful pitches in Gesäuse! In the easier lengths, nuts and friends are useful.

First ascent: 
J.Gstöttenmayr, R.Gsöllpointner; 1992/93

Difference in altitude: 
150m

Access: 
1C on the „Schneelochweg” (Schneelochtrail) to the prominent peak. Entry: The steep, overhanging slab should be 
circumvented at the right side (grade 4)! Take a look at the picture page 106!

Descend: 
Abseil the route.

Tipp: 
Perfect combination with the „Südostpfeiler” (page 109) possible. Abseil to the big terrace (with bushes on it) and 
traverse 25m to the left (south).
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Schneekarturm – Pfeiler Südwand

Südwand 6+ (6- obl.)

Character: 
Classic ascent on mostly very good rock through the southwall of the pillar. Because of the sporadically bolts, the per-
fect handling with mobile placements should be well mastered!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 15.10.1983

Difference in altitude: 
180m

Access: 
1C on the „Schneelochweg” (Schneelochtrail) to the prominent peak. Entry: The best is, to traverse from the „Südostpfei-
ler” to the “Südwand”. Take a look at the picture page 106!

Descend: 
Abseil the Südostpfeiler.

Tipp: 
Perfect combination with the „Südostpfeiler” (page 109) possible. It’s recommended to climb the „Südostpfeiler”, abseil 
to the „Schichtband” (ledge) and traverse to the „Südwand”. Take a look at the topo „Südostpfeiler” too!
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Access to the Hesshütte
     

The Hesshütte is the basecamp for the hikes up to Hochtor, Planspitze and the Zinödl. Around the Hesshütte, you’ll find 
some nice sport climbing areas and some longer ascents (page 120 – 135). The area around the Hesshütte is an ideal 
terrain, to organize climbing and alpine courses!

Through the Johnsbach valley, drive to the restaurant „Kölblwirt”. Hike up the well marked main trail (number 601) to 
the Hesshütte (1699mH). The hike take you about 2 ½ - 3 hours.

From the north, you can hike up to the Hesshütte via the „Wasserfallweg”. On the road (number B146) between Gstat-
terboden and Hieflau, about 2,5km after the village Gstatterboden (in direction to Hieflau), use the parking area beside 
the „Kummerbrücke” (= next bridge after the big dam). 
Follow the well marked trail (number 660). After about 1 hour of hiking you have to climb up some iron ladders and iron 
cables are helping you too. Hikers have to be well surefooted and without any fear of height! The trail offers breathta-
king deep views!

Time for the hike is about 3 – 4 hours.
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Hochtor – Nordostwand

Beanschi 7  (6 obl.)
Blumen am Arsch zur Hölle 7-  (6 obl.)
Eisvogel 7-  (6 obl.)

Character: 
Perfect protected sportclimbs on rough eroded rock. Because of the direction to northeast, you’ll find perfect conditions 
in summertime. On the big ledge above the ascents, rests of snow will be there for long time – attention, falling rocks! 
Because of the long access, we recommend to climb more than one route!

First ascent: 
J.Reinmüller, Chr.Stangl; July and August 2006

Difference in altitude: 
120m

Access: 
1D to the Hesshütte and further at the marked „Josefinensteig” (= via ferrata up to Hochtor) until just before the 1st 
gravel field. Now hike up to the right through grassy slopes and mountain pines into the „Tellersack”. Further to the 
entry below the slab pillar. 30 minutes from the Hesshütte.
Take a look at the picture page 120!

Descend: 
Abseiling 
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Hochtor – Ostwand

Grazerweg 4+  (obl.)

Character: 
Classic line through the imposing landscape of the „Tellersack”.  The wall is crossed by a lot of big ledges, so you have to 
climb flat and steep passages. On the ledges there are loose rocks sometimes, but this is not a problem. In the middle of 
the wall you have to climb through a spectacular, well protected cave! Before the last pitch, orange points are helping 
you to find the best way through the big terrace.

First ascent: 
Maybe V.W.Glanwell, G.v.Saar, E.Graff and S.Höfele during a descent. 05.06.1898

Difference in altitude: 
400m

Access: 
1D to the Hesshütte and further at the marked „Josefinensteig” (= via ferrata up to the Hochtor) until just before the 
1st gravel field. Now hike up to the right, through grassy slopes and mountain pines into the „Tellersack”. Further to the 
entry on the slab ramp. 30 minutes from the Hesshütte.

Descend: 
Take the well marked Gugelgrat and the „Josefinensteig” (sometimes protected with iron cables) and hike back to the 
Hesshütte.

Tipp: 
Maybe rests of snow on the ledges until summertime. In this case, don’t climb this ascent!
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Hochtor – Ostgrat

Rossschweif 3  (obl.)

Character: 
Amazing ascent at the unique scenic ridge with breathtaking deep views! Before crux passages you’ll find bolts. Cause 
of the length of the ridge (1000m to climb), do not underestimate this route!

First ascent: 
H. and F.Wödl, C.Bernhard, H.Fischer; 02.07.1893

Difference in altitude: 
650m; length: 1000m!

Access: 
1D to the Hesshütte and further at the marked trail to the Planspitze. After about 20 minutes, at sealevel of 1748m, the 
trail follows around the Rossschweif. Here you’ll find the sign „RS” on the rock (= entry). About 25 minutes from the 
Hesshütte.

Descend: 
Take the well marked Gugelgrat and the „Josefinensteig” (sometimes protected with iron cables) back to Hesshütte.
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Bereich (area) Hesshütte – Gugl Ostwand

Guglpfeilerrouten 4+ to 7+

Character: 
Very beautiful sportclimbs at mostly very good rock. The routes are well protected. In the route 
„Reichenfelsers Felsenreich”, the safe handling with mobile placements should be well mastered.

Access: 
1D to the Hesshütte and further on the marked „Josefinensteig” shortly before the 1st big gravel field. Straight up the 
gravel field to the start of the routes (about 15 minutes from the Hesshütte). Take a look at the map page 119 too.

Length of the routes: 
until 200 meters

Routes:

1.) Reichenfelsers Felsenreich 7+
1st ascent by Niko Polner and Kuni Endler

2.) Schnapsrausch 7+ 
1st ascent by Michael Kohlhofer and Jürgen Reinmüller

3.) Good bye Akku 6+ 
1st ascent by Michael Kohlhofer and Jürgen Reinmüller

4.) Glück gehabt 7
1st ascent by Michael Kohlhofer and Jürgen Reinmüller

Take a look picture page 131
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Bereich (area) Hesshütte

Hauslwand 3 - 5

Character: 
Short but beautiful routes on perfect rock in the amazing landscape of the Tellersack. This sportclimbs are very well 
suited four beginners and climbing courses too.

Access: 
1D to the Hesshütte and further at the marked „Josefinensteig” shortly before the 1st big gravel field. Hike up to the 
right through the short, but steep grassy gully. Further to the right and you’ll reach a little meadow with some boulders 
on it. In a few minutes you’ll reach the Hauslwand (about 20 minutes from the Hesshütte).

Take a look at the map on page 119!

Length of the routes: 
maximum 25 meters
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Bereich (area) Hesshütte

Hüttenklettergarten 3 - 8-

Character: 
Amazing and very beautiful sportclimbs. The routes are very well protected and the quality of the rock for sure is one of 
the best in Gesäuse! The names of the routes are marked on the rocks. This sportclimbs are very well suited four begin-
ners and climbing courses too.

Access: 
Directly below the Hesshütte; 1 minute

Length of the routes: 
From 10 – 35 meters
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Überschreitung der Hochtorgruppe

Große Gesäuseüberschreitung (big Gesäuse traverse)

The big Gesäuseüberschreitung means the trail on the ridge from the Ödstein (in the west of the Gesäuse) to the 
Planspitze (in the east). 

Difficult: 3
Meters of high during the ascents: about 2100m
Meters of high during the descents: about 2350m
Length of the traverse: about 13,5 kilometers

The amazing big Gesäuse traverse is a very rewarding adventure in dreamlike landscape. 
Aspirants have to be very fit and they have to climb a lot of grade 2 passages without any rope!
Climbers in very good physical condition can do it during one day. We’re recommending, carrying bivouac equipment 
with you!
If you’re searching for an extraordinary adventure, you can climb the Gesäuseüberschreitung in winter time. In nice 
conditions, it’s also doable during 1 day. We’re recommending, do to it in summertime 1st, because you have to know 
the exact trail!
We further recommending, climbing from west to east, because you have to climb the most difficult parts at the begin-
ning of the long ridge.

From Johnsbach hike up the marked trail „Kirchengrat” up to the „Kleiner Ödstein”.  Drive to the village Johnsbach. Do 
find the beginning of the trail, drive up the small road on the left (to the north), after the steep part of the main road) 
300 meters in front of the Restaurant „Ödsteinblick”. The small road is asphalted at first. Park your car nearby some 
farmer houses, but please be careful not to obstruct driveways etc! Follow the gravel road to the north. Don’t miss the 
turnoff to the left - a small marked path! Follow this path up to a sealevel of 1400m (big gravel field). From this point 
climb through a rocky and grassy gully (loose rocks, dangerous!) and leave it after about 100 meters to the left (small 
rocky ledge). You’ll reach the next gully now. Follow this gully (mostly solid rock) up to the „Johnsbacher Scharte” 
(sealevel 1785m). Hike and climb up (sometimes grade 2) in direction northeast to the southwest ridge of the „Kleiner 
Ödstein” (the last part of this section is a very steep slab, climb over the block; 1 bolt).
Follow the trail and traverse to the southside of the mountain into the gully between „Kleiner Ödstein“ and „Großer 
Ödstein“. Traverse the gully and climb up the steep slab (1 bolt, grade 2). Follow the next ledge a little bit down to the 
right into the next gully. Climb up the gully (sometimes a bit of the right) and hit the southwest ridge of the „Großer 
Ödstein“. Hike up to the summit.
Be supercareful at the following section, it’s the most dangerous one! From the summit, climb down (steep) to the next 
ledge. Follow this ledge to the right (lot of big loose rocks on it). Don’t miss the big bolt on the ledge. The best is abseil 
right now (30m). Alternative (but demanding and dangerous), you can climb down the diagonal crack to a small ledge 
und further down to the „Ödsteinscharte” (grade 3, loose rocks etc…). From this point, climb up a short and little bit 
overhanging slab (memorial shield for a dead climber…) to a small terrace (piton on the terrace). This will be the crux 
passage at the complete route! Now climb to the right and exposed further up to a bigger terrace (book). Follow the 
iron cables to the top of the „Abseilturm”. Climb down at the east side trough terraced terrain into a gravelled gully 
(grade 2).
Leave the gully on a small path to the east and traverse below the „Ödsteinkarwand” (on the south side). Use small 
paths trough gravel fields and ledges. Sometimes you’ll find old red marked points. You’ll hit a gully, which you should 



follow up to the „Festkogel” (grade 2). 

Tipp: From the Festkogel, you can interrupt (in case of bad weather etc.) your tour and you can hike down the well 
marked trail back to Johnsbach (about 3hours).

From the Festkogel, hike directly on the ridge at first to the east. Later you have to traverse grassy slopes (at the south 
face of the ridge) and you will hit the „Festkogelturm”, the „Haindlkarturm” (directly over the top or traverse at the 
southside below the summits) and the „Haindlkarwand”. At the ridge back again, some short grade 2 passages will 
bring you to the summit of the „Hochtor”.  
Tipp: In case of bad weather etc., take the well marked „Josefinensteig” (sometimes protected with iron cables) to the 
Hesshütte (about 1 ½ hours).

From the Hochtor summit hike to the presummit. From this point climb down the east side of the mountain (marked, 
some grade 2 passages) to the big gravel field between Hochtor and „Dachl”. Attention: In case of very bad weather 
and/or thunderstorms, the descent could be icy (even in the summer) and unpleasant!

Follow the amazing „Dach-Rosskuppe ridge“ to the summit of the „Rosskuppe“. Descent on the east side and climb some 
wet slabs (grade 2, attention!) down to a flat path, which you should follow to the „Peternscharte”. 
Tipp: From the Peternscharte, you can easily hike down to the Hesshütte (about 1 hour). Alternative you can climb 
down the „Peternpfad” (at the north side, challenging, danger, grade 2) to the „Haindlkarhütte” (about 2 hours). We 
are recommending to prefer the trail via Hesshütte back to Johnsbach (easy, about 3 hours), because your car is only 1 
kilometer away from the end of the descent!

From „Peternscharte“ follow the well marked trail to the summit of the „Planspitze”. From here, hike back to the „Petern-
scharte“ and choose one of the trails down to the valleys. To complete the “real” traverse, hike from „Planspitze“ summit 
to the east and follow the small marked path („Kölblplan”). On the crossing point with the Wasserfallweg, went to 
the left and follow the „Wasserfallweg” (some steep iron ladders and iron cables) to the „Kummerbrücke” parking area 
(about 3 hours from the „Planspitze“ summit). In this case you need a car which will bring you back to the starting point 
of the route in the Johnsbach valley!  

Tipp: On first day climb from Ödstein to the Hochtor and hike down the „Josefinensteig“ to the Hesshütte. Spend a night 
in the „Hesshütte“. On next day, climb the „Rossschweif ” (page 129) to the „Hochtor“ summit and continuous your tour 
from Hochtor to the „Planspitze“.

Attention: At the complete traverse on the ridge, there is no mountain hut and you’ll find no water!
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Zinödl and Planspitze north east face

1E Access to the Zinödl, route „Altersvorsorge”

On road (number B146) between Gstatterboden and Hieflau, about 2,5km after the village Gstatterboden (in direction 
to Hieflau), use the parking area beside the „Kummerbrücke” (= next bridge after the big dam). 
From the parking area, hike straight up to the wall (1-1 ½ hours). Don’t take the prominent canyon! Take the steep slo-
pes and gullies 200m on the right of the canyon! Hike up pathless (exhausting…) directly below to the wall. Follow the 
mountain goat trail to the left, up to the top of a small pillar. Behind of them, traverse up to the wooden sporn. Follow 
the small path into the canyon. The entry you’ll find into the gully, which one is coming down from the yellow wall.

Time for the hike: 1 – 1 ½ hours

1F Access to Zinödl and Planspitze northeast wall

From the parking area Kummerbrücke, take the marked main trail number 660 („Wasserfallweg”) in direction Hess-
hütte. Follow the trail until the prominent waterfall. Hike to the left (below the Zinödl northwall) and you’ll reach the 
entry of the routes „Verticale”; „Ursprung des Lichts” etc.
Time for the hike: about 1 hour

To the routes of the Planspitze northeast wall, follow the marked „Wasserfallweg”. Climb up the 1st iron ladder and hike 
a little bit further to the point, where the Wasserfallweg trail went strongly to the left. At this point leave the marked 
trail and traverse up to the right until below the impressive wall. Traverse into a smooth gully (attention, it’s not easy 
and a bit dangerous!). Traverse a wooden ridge and climb up the next gully which one comes down from the Planspitze 
northeast face. At the steep part inside the gully, traverse to the right, climb up a short steep part and follow the ridge 
to a terrace. Follow the terraced terrain always a bit right up to a gravelled ledge (to the base of a prominent black slab 
- looks like a triangle).

Time for the hike: about 2 hours

Attention, this access is very uncomfortable in wet conditions and aspirants have to be very well surefooted!
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Zinödl -  Nordwand

Altersvorsorge 8 (obl.)

Character: 
Very steep climb through cracks and corners on rough, compact rock. The amazing line follows small crack lines through 
very smooth slabs. The yellow parts of the rock are rough and full of small pockets. Because of the sheerness, the de-
manding climb through the corners and cracks is very inspiring. The pitches are very homogeny and without any extra 
hard crux passages. In the upper part, you’ll have to traverse a water source. After rainfalls, this source brings out more 
water and the ascent will be wet for some days. Wait a couple of dry days before climb this ascent. The „Altersvorsorge“ 
is not bad protected, but you need a sovereign handling with mobile placements!

First ascent: R.Roitinger, W.Kerndler, J.Friedl, R.Schirl; June and July 2007

Difference in altitude: 
450m

Access: 
1E from the „Kummerbrücke“ parking area up trough exhausting, pathless and steep terrain to the entry at a threaded 
sling.

Descend: 
Abseiling; 55m double rope required!
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Zinödl -  Nordwestwand 

Verticale 8-  (7/7+ obl.)

Character: 
Ascent through compact and eroded rock. Since 2007, the route is well protected with bolts. Before you climb up, take 
a look for dry conditions below the prominent hole at the 4th pitch! If it’s to wet, you can climb the variant on the left 
- but it’s much more difficult!

First ascent: 
W.Kerndler, O.Koutny; 21.07.1992

Difference in altitude: 200m

Access: 
1F from the „Kummerbrücke“ parking area hike up the „Wasserfallweg“ to the waterfall. From here traverse about 150m 
to the left. The entry you’ll find at the left side of the curved roof.

Descend: 
Abseiling (piste)
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Zinödl -  Nordwestwand

Diallo, Diallo 10-/10 (8+ obl.)

Character: 
Very technical, most exhausting and highest difficulty multi pitch climb in Gesäuse! Many passages you have to protect 
by yourself, but if your experience with mobile placements is very well, you can secure it safely. Bolts you’ll find only in 
passages where you cannot place nuts, friends etc. The quality of the rock is excellent and the climb will fulfil all your 
wishes - or not… ;-).

First ascent: 
R.Roitinger, W.Kerndler; August 2003
1st redpoint by R.Roitinger; 06.09.2003

Difference in altitude: 
370m

Access: 
1F from the „Kummerbrücke“ parking area hike up the „Wasserfallweg“ to the waterfall. From here, traverse on the bot-
tom of the wall to the left. Climb up 4 pitches of the route „Spiegelglatt” (topo “Ursprung des Lichts” page 153, picture 
page 146) to the big ledge.

Descend: 
Abseil the route to the big ledge. Further take the descent (abseiling, piste) of „Ursprung des Lichts” (topo page 153, 
picture page 146)!
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Zinödl -  Nordwestwand  

Ursprung des Lichts 9  (8+ obl.)

Character: 
The combination of factors difficulty, line management, rock quality and securements keep this route out to a new 
dimension in Gesäuse! Bolts you’ll find only in passages where you cannot place nuts, friends etc. but if experience with 
the handling of mobile placements is well, you can protect it safe!

First ascent: 
R.Roitinger, W.Kerndler; June 2003

Difference in altitude: 
320m

Access: 
1F from the Kummerbrücke parking area hike up the Wasserfallweg to the waterfall. From here, traverse on the bottom 
of the wall to the left. Climb up 4 pitches of the route „Spiegelglatt” (picture page 146) to the big ledge.

Descend: 
Abseil the route to the big ledge. Traverse the ledge in direction west and abseil the piste (picture page 146).
Attention: Don’t abseil the long waterfall in summertime!

Alternative: Climb and hike to the „Wassefallweg” (Grade 3, picture page 146).
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Planspitze Nordostwand  

Blitz und Donner 7 (obl.)

Character: 
Dreamlike and fantastic climb at steep, rough eroded rock. The compact black rock will fulfill all your wishes! 
The 3rd pitch needs a strong mental climber!
The route is redeveloped (bolts at the belays and sporadically during the lengths), but the climb is very obligatory!

First ascent: 
K.Schagerl, R.Wagner; 19.08.1985

Difference in altitude: 
450m

Access: 
1F to the Planspitze northeast wall to the base of the big black slab (looks like a triangle).

Descend: 
Hike down the marked „Kölblplan” trail and further down the „Wasserfallweg” back to the „Kummerbrücke”.

Tipp: 
After rain, the route will be wet for longer time!
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Planspitze Nordostwand   

Weg durchs Gegenlicht 7 (obl.)

Character: 
Dreamlike climb at steep, rough eroded rock. The 1st ascent was made with minimal equipment. Since 2008, the route 
is better protected at neuralgic points.  Use mobile placements too and you’ll find a fantastic climb at perfect rock.

First ascent: 
J.Unterberger, M.Strimitzer; 24.07.1992

Difference in altitude: 
300m + 150m at the exit „Blitz und Donner” (picture page 154)

Access: 
1F to the Planspitze northeast wall to the base of the big black slab (looks like a triangle). From this point, climb the 
diagonally ramp on your right to reach the end of talus. 

Descend: 
Hike down the marked „Kölblplan” trail and further down the „Wasserfallweg” back to the „Kummerbrücke”.

Tipp: 
After rain, the route will be wet for longer time!
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Planspitze Nordostwand  

Flammen der Jugend 8+ (8- obl.)

Character: 
Daring route which is protected with old pitons only! During the 80ies, this ascent was one of the most challenging 
highlights. The 7th grade and the perfect handling with mobile placements you should be able to manage easy!

First ascent: 
E.Gruber, R.Gruber; 24.+25.08.1985
1st redpoint by Gruber brothers at 01.09.1985

Difference in altitude: 
250m + a few hundred meters in terraced terrain (Grade 2-3) to the summit.

Access: 
1F to the Planspitze northeast wall to the base of the big black slab (looks like a triangle). From this point, hike up the 
ramp to your right. Traverse a prominent grassy ledge to the right (take a look at the picture page 154).

Descend: 
Climb up to the big terrace (about 100m, grade 2-3). Hike and climb up the ledges and terraces to the summit (grade 
2-3, picture page 154). From the summit, hike down the marked „Kölblplan” trail and further down the „Wasserfallweg” 
back to the „Kummerbrücke”.

Alternative: 
Abseil the route (not really recommended!)
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Planspitze Nordwand (eastern part)

1G Access to the Planspitze, östliche Nordwand

On the road (B146) from Admont to Gstatterboden, take the parking area (on your left) 100 meters in front of the 
„Camping Forstgarten”  (and the bridge) at the beginning of the small village Gstatterboden. At the parking area, you’ll 
find information tables about the Nationalpark Gesäuse.
 If you’re crossing the Enns river bridge, you’re too far! Don’t take the parking area beside the bridge, 
because it’s forbidden!
Immediately in front of the bridge, hike the gravel road in direction east (GPS 1, not up to the campground)!  At the 
crossroad (GPS 2), hike the right handed road! After a while, serpentines are following and you’re crossing the big 
„Planspitzgraben”. After the last serpentine to the right, you are hitting the Planspitzgraben again (altitude about 
760mH, GPS 3). Follow the strongly eroded Planspitzgraben directly up to the wall (sealevel about 1300mH).

GPS Coordinates: UTM-UPS with WGS84 in zone 32T

GPS 1: E 0472065 and N 5270822
GPS 2: E 0472299 and N 5270741
GPS 3: E 0473142 and N 5270372

Descent:
From the summit of the Planspitze, hike down the marked „Kölblplan” trail and further down the „Wasserfallweg” 
back to the „Kummerbrücke”.
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Planspitze östliche Nordwand

Rote Rinne 5  (obl.)

Character: 
Mostly beautiful and alpine climb through wild scenery. Except the terraced ramp (Rote Rinne), you’ll find solid rock. 
The route is protected very sporadically. You should be able to climb the grade of difficulty easily. The perfect handling 
with mobile placements should be well mastered!

First ascent: 
F.Gaisbauer, F.Fuchs; 04.07.1940

Difference in altitude: 
600m

Access: 
1G through the „Planspitzgraben” directly to the entry of the prominent chimney (take a look at the picture page 164).

Descend: 
From the summit of the Planspitze, hike down the marked „Kölblplan” trail and further down the „Wasserfallweg” back 
to the „Kummerbrücke”.

Tipp: 
In wet conditions avoid the chimney at the beginning - climb the variant on the left side. 
The „Lugauerweg”, which went straight up from the memorial shield (Karl Hirner and Ludwig Asch), provides solid rock 
and is also recommended.
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Planspitze östliche Nordwand    

Kloseweg 5  (obl.)

Character: 
Challenging classic route with varied passages in mostly alpine character and not always solid rock. Because of the 
length and complicated orientation, don’t underestimate this big wall! Pitons you’ll find just very sporadically and 
they are in not good shape! You should be able to climb the grade of difficulty easily. The perfect handling with mobile 
placements should be well mastered!

First ascent: 
R.Klose, F.Schmid; 18.06.1934

Difference in altitude: 
600m

Access: 
1G through the „Planspitzgraben” directly to the entry of the prominent chimney (take a look at the picture page 164).

Descend: 
From the summit of the Planspitze, hike down the marked „Kölblplan” trail and further down the „Wasserfallweg” to the 
„Kummerbrücke”.

Tipp: 
In wet conditions avoid the chimney at the beginning. Take the variant on the left side. You should be able to climb the 
4th grade quickly! 
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Planspitze östliche Nordwand     

Chlochardpfeiler 6+  (obl.)

Character: 
Alpine ascent which needs a lot of good feelings for the correct direction! The perfect handling with mobile placements 
should be well mastered! The exposed route follows cracks and slabs (most solid rock) and is protected very sporadically 
(also on belays)! The grade of difficulty you should be able to climb easily - otherwise you’ll have a very long day…

First ascent: 
A.Leitner, K.Schall, H.Winter, H.Wolf; 13.07.1985

Difference in altitude: 
600m

Access: 
1G through the „Planspitzgraben“ directly to the entry of the prominent chimney (take a look at the picture page 163).

Descend: 
From the summit of the Planspitze, hike down the marked „Kölblplan” trail and further down the „Wasserfallweg” to the 
„Kummerbrücke”.

Tipp: 
In wet conditions, avoid the chimney at the beginning. Take the variant on the left side. 
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Planspitze Nordwand (western part) + Peternschartenkopf Nordwand

1H Access to the Planspitze, westliche Nordwand

On the road (B146) from Admont to Gstatterboden, take the parking area (on your left) 100 meters in front of the 
„Camping Forstgarten” at the beginning of the small village Gstatterboden. If you’re crossing the Enns river bridge, 
you’re too far!
At the parking area (GPS 1), you’ll find information tables about the Nationalpark Gesäuse.
The trail, called „Höllersteig”, is beginning at this point. Follow the small forest road through the forest up to the next 
road (grassy forest road, GPS 2) und follow this one a little bit to the left. Don’t miss the trail up to the right! Follow 
this trail and after a few minutes you’ll pass the wooden sign „Pichlweg” (GPS 3). Bit later, you have to cross a gravelled 
creek bed (GPS 4). Hike up the small and steep trail (sometimes red points on some trees) to the base of the impressive 
northwall (looks like a big triangle) at a sealevel of 1525m.

To the ascents „Pichlweg” (Glatterriss) and „Großraminger Kirtag”: Hike up shortly to the left. The entry you’ll find a bit 
left from the prominent northeast pillar.

Time for the hike: 2 – 2 ½ hours

To the ascents of the Planspitze northwest wall and the northwall of the Peternschartenkopf: From point 1525mH, 
follow small paths, ledges and terraces up to the right. An iron cable will help you trough a shortly steep slab. Further in 
easy climbing (grade 1-2) to the prominent picnic cave.

Time for the hike: 2 – 2 ½ hours

GPS Coordinates: UTM-UPS with WGS84 in zone 32T

GPS 1: E 0471848 and N 5270703
GPS 2: E 0471895 and N 5270437
GPS 3: E 0471943 and N 5270366
GPS 4: E 0471862 and N 5270084
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Planspitze Nordwand     

Pichlweg 3-  (obl.)

Character: 
Classic ascent which is visited relatively often. Don’t underestimate the route, because it’s very long and the rock quality 
is not well all the time! A good feeling about the correct line is needed! This climb is the easiest line trough the nor-
thwall. In the upper part, don’t initiate rockfall!

First ascent: 
E.Pichl, F.Panzer; 10.06.1900

Difference in altitude: 
600m (length about 1000m!)

Access: 
1H; take a look at the picture page 172

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).
Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 
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Planspitze Nordwand 

Großraminger Kirtag 7-  (6 obl.)

Character: 
Long ascent through compact rough eroded slabs and corners. You’ll find some interesting parts! In the upper part, 
unfortunately the quality of the rock is not as good as in the lower pitches. The bolts are coloured grey and they’re not 
easy to find!

First ascent: 
J.Gstöttenmayr, J.Hack, R.Gsöllpointner; summer 1997 + 1998

Difference in altitude: 
480m

Access: 
1H; take a look at the picture page 172. Climb together with the „Pichlweg” trough the „Glatterriss” (Grade 4). Hike in 
direction of the mountain pines now and turn right up to pass some gravel fields. From the end of a slobbery gully, hike 
(climb) further to the beginning of the giant corner.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Alternative 2: From the Planspitze summit hike down the marked „Kölblplan” trail and further down the „Wasserfallweg” 
to the „Kummerbrücke”.

Tipp: If you don’t like to climb the very alpine upper part, traverse to the right and exit via the „Pichlweg” 
(= crossing in pitch number 9).
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Planspitze Nordwestwand

Konkurs 7-  (6 obl.)

Character: 
Very beautiful ascent through compact and sometimes very rough rock. Before redevelopment, the climb was tricky to 
protect and dangerous. Now you can climb it without stress and with pure pleasure! Despite of the bolts, the grade of 
difficult should be well mastered!

First ascent: 
R.Gollner, M.Lhotto, H.Schmalzl; 21.07.1983

Difference in altitude: 
370m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
Attention during the 5th pitch - climb to the left! Straight up you’ll hit the ascent „Akropolis”!
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Planspitze Nordwestwand   

Akropolis 7+  (obl.)

Character: 
Very challenging free climb at perfect rough rock! With some experience, you can protect the 7th pitch with some mobi-
le placements too. If you like to have fun, you should be able to climb the 7th grade absolutely free.
After the 9th pitch, the ascent is indent with the „Direkte Nordwestwand”.

First ascent: 
F.Bräuer, H.Steinwendtner, S.Hadeyer

Difference in altitude: 
370m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
Attention during the 5th pitch – climb straight up the very small crack! If you’re climb to the left, you’re in the route 
„Konkurs“!
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Planspitze Nordwestwand  

Direkte Nordwestwand 6 (6- obl.)

Character: 
The constantly beautiful and popular ascent offers top rock quality! The route is redeveloped moderately. The climb 
through rough eroded water grooves and slabs for sure is one of the best in Gesäuse. In primordial state (1974), it was a 
remarkable achievement to climb up this rock shield!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 31.07.1974

Difference in altitude: 
370m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the “Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
The big traverse at the 9th pitch is even challenging for the 2nd climber…
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Planspitze Nordwestwand  

Optima 7  (6 obl.)

Character: 
Constantly fantastic and continuous route at perfect rough eroded rock. After the redevelopment in year 2000, this 
ascent for sure is one of the best in Gesäuse! Superb climb through technical slabs and cracks!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 02.06.1990

Difference in altitude: 
370m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
If there are no other alpinists below, you can abseil down the route well.
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Planspitze Nordwestwand   

Plattensprint 6+  (6- obl.)

Character: 
We don’t have enough space on this page to describe this absolutely fantastic ascent. Just take a look at the pictures… 
If you’re able to climb the 6th grade safely, maybe this route will be your favourite one!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 30.09.2000

Difference in altitude: 
370m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
If you don’t like to climb the challeging but dreamlike „Wuchtl” after the 9th pitch, exit the classic northwestwall route 
to your right.
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Planspitze Nordwestwand  

Nordwestwand 4 +  (4 obl.)

Character: 
Classic and enjoyable ascent which is popular since ever. The original line during the middle part is far on the right and 
not recommended. We recommend the beautiful direct variant trough rough rock. With mobile placements you can 
protect it well!

First ascent: 
K.Jilek, H. Menzinger; 26.08.1923

Difference in altitude: 
370m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the Wasserfallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to 
Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
Below the exit, Klaus Hoi opened 2 nice new lengths („Linker Ausstieg”, Grade 4+) left from the original line and they’re 
recommended!
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Planspitze Nordwestwand    

Alle Zeit im Zenit 8  (7+ obl.)

Character: 
Very challenging and exposed sportclimb through steep slabs and cracks! The 1st ascent was heroic and was made 
with less equipment! Later, the ascent was straightened and a bit better protected. The most difficult passages are well 
protected but in grade 6-7 passages you’ll find longer runouts! Cause of the easy middle part, the ascent unfortunately 
is separated in two parts.

First ascent: 
M. and S. Fluch, C.Pitzl, C.Erndl; 26.08.1990

Difference in altitude: 
380m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
If there are some aspirants in the middle section of the classic northwestface route, you have to count on rockfall!
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Planspitze Nordwestwand   

Weg der Freude 6-  (obl.)

Character: 
Steep and challenging crack climb at mostly solid rock. The ascent has a very alpine character. Bolts you’ll find only at 
the belays. During the pitches, you didn’t find pitons etc. and the perfect handling with mobile placements must be 
very well mastered! Especially the 7th pitch is very steep and exposed. The 6th grade you’ll have to climb absolutely 
free!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, W.Almberger; 06.08.1978

Difference in altitude: 
380m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
After rainfalls, the ascent will be wet for longer time. Attention in pitch 6 and 15!
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Planspitze Nordwestwand   

Herz As  6  (obl.)

Character: 
Very rare committed alpine climb with original and untypical passages. Good food for your nerves is the perfect 
handling with mobile placements and a well instinct for the correct line. If you like to climb this kind of ascent, you can 
count you to the intrepid alpinists…

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 12.06.1983

Difference in altitude: 
380m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
After rainfalls, the ascent will be wet for longer time. The second climber requires strong nerves at the 30m traverse 
(pitch 16)…
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Peternschartenkopf Nordostwand    

Nordostwand 5-  (4+ obl.)

Character: 
Often committed classic climb. Because of the excellent rock quality and the length (17 pitches),  in this grade of diffi-
cult for sure the ascent is one of the greatest in the eastern part of the Alps.
This route is often underestimated - don’t make this mistake. You need a good nose for the correct line and the well 
handling with mobile placements should be well mastered!

First ascent: 
K.Poppinger, A.Pfiel; 27.07.1933

Difference in altitude: 
450m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave.

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
After rainfalls, the ascent will be wet for longer time. The second climber should be able to climb the 4th grade sove-
reign too!
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Peternschartenkopf Nordostwand 

Plattenzauber 7-  (6+ obl.)

Character: 
Beautiful and constantly steep freeclimb in direct line through compact slabs and water grooves. The most difficult pas-
sages are well protected but the well handling with mobile placements should be well mastered! To enjoy this ascent, 
you should be able to climb the 6th grade without any problems.

First ascent: 
O.Koutny, P.Glinz; 28.06.1986

Difference in altitude: 
450m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave. Take a look to the pictures page 208, 209!

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
Attention for the 2nd climber at the traverse in pitch 1 (pendulum fall!).

Exit the route „Nordostwand” to the left. If you’re motivated and strong enough, we recommend the exit of the exhau-
sting route „Via Hella” (Grade 7).
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Peternschartenkopf Nordostwand  

Via Hella 7  (obl.)

Character: 
Challenging steep freeclimb through compact slabs and cracks on rough eroded rock! The cracks in the upper part are 
steep and exhausting. The crux passage in the 3rd length (steep slab) you’ll have to climb absolutely free! In this grade 
of difficulty for sure this ascent is one of the best at the Gesäuse.

First ascent: 
J.Zacharias, E.Hauer; 25. + 26.06.1994
1981, first try with R.Gollner

Difference in altitude: 
450m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave. Take a look to the pictures page 208, 209!

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

If there are no any other aspirants below, you can abseil down the route!

Tipp: 
In pitch 8, big nuts and friends can calm your nerves – they‘re very helpful.
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Peternschartenkopf Nordostwand 

Nordwand 5+  (5- obl.)

Character: 
Long and classic ascent with beautiful and varied passages. After a redevelopment at neuralgic points, this route 
through fantastic landscape will be a nice adventure. The grade 4+ should be well mastered!

First ascent: 
L.Jascynski, R.Fraißl; 08.06.1929

Difference in altitude: 
450m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave. Take a look to the pictures page 208, 209!

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
After rainfalls, the black crack (pitch 9) will be wet for longer time.
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Peternschartenkopf  Nordwand   

Nordriss 6+ A0  (obl.)

Character: 
Not often repeated ascent through the prominent diagonal crack line of the northwall. You’ll find challenging cracks 
and fantastic eroded rock! The perfect handling with mobile placements is very important! You have to protect some 
belays too! After pitch 7, the route shares 2 pitches with the „Via Hella”.

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 29.05.1988

Difference in altitude: 
400m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave. Take a look to the pictures page 208, 209!

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
After rainfalls, the 2nd pitch is slippery. A route for real alpinists!
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Peternschartenkopf  Nordwestwand   

Land in Sicht 7- A1  (obl.)

Character: 
Very exposed, steep and challenging climb with sophisticated line management! 
The perfect handling with mobile placements and a safe 1st climber is requisite! After a broken flake in pitch 4, the red-
point valuation (Grade 8 -) is doubtful and a cliffhanger for this passage is very helpful! After pitch 5, a retreat is nearly 
impossible! Adventurous mountaineers with excellent moral will have a lot of fun in this route!

First ascent: 
K.Schalk, G.Grabner; July 1991

Difference in altitude: 
400m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave. Take a look to the pictures page 208, 209!

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 
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Peternschartenkopf  Nordwestwand  

Lindner-Wagner  7-  (6- obl.)

Character: 
Fantastic alpine classic route in impressive landscape! Sometimes very exposed climb through cracks and corners. Loose 
rock you’ll find at the lower part, perfect compact rock in the upper part. After rainfalls, the ascent will be wet for 
longer time.

First ascent: 
R.Lindner, H.Wagner; 16.+17.09.1963

Difference in altitude: 
450m

Access: 
1H and via the iron cable up to the prominent picnic cave. Follow the „Bergführersteig” (small path) to the right into 
a brown gully. Traverse this gully and traverse further to the right. Hike diagonally right up into the big gully which is 
coming down from the „Nordverschneidung” (north corner). Leave the Bergführersteig and follow the gully up to the 
entry.

Take a look to the pictures page 208, 209!

Descend: 
Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte 
to Johnsbach).

Alternative: To the Peternscharte and further down the „Peternpfad” (north side, Grade 2, Ascent-description page 225). 

Tipp: 
Ascent for real alpinists among us!
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Peternschartenkopf Nordwestwand, Rosskuppe and Dachl Nordwand; Peternpfad

1I Access to the Rosskuppe and Dachl from Haindlkar parking area (Peternpfadtrail)

On the road (B146) from Admont in direction to Gstatterboden, there you’ll find a parking area (with Nationalpark pa-
nels) about 500m after the tunnel. Hike up the marked trail to the „Haindlkarhütte” (GPS 1, about 1 hour for the hike).
From The Haindlkarhütte hike to the left (east) and follow the marked „“Peternpfad”. You have to traverse some creek 
beds and then the trail went up a steep gravel field. Bit later you’ll hike trough a zone of mountain pines with some 
trees (Lärchentrees) in it. After this part, you’ll hit a gravel field, which is coming down from the Hochtor northwall. If 
you are planning to climb one the routes there (Pfannl, Reibeisen or Entgegen der Zeit), went to the right.
For the ascents at Rosskuppe and Dachl northwall, follow the Peternpfad to the left (below the talus of the Dachl nor-
thwest face). Hike up the long gravelled gully. In the middle section of the gully cross into the next gully (further the 
gully = access to of „Anima Mundi”) and hike up a bit shity to the point, where the deep canyon between Rosskuppe 
and Dachl comes out. To the entry of the Dachl routes, climb up trough the canyon.

To the Rosskuppe routes hike up directly to the bottom of the prominent „Rosskuppenkante” (Rosskuppe northwest 
pillar). Here you’ll find the entry to the ascent „60+”
Traverse a few meters to the left and hit the „unteres Wasserloch” (= lower waterhole). Traverse further to the left a bit 
and went up strong to the right. Follow the Peternpfad in easy climbing (Grade 1-2) up into the big gorge directly be-
low the northface of the Rosskuppe and you’ll reach the „oberes Wasserloch” (= upper waterhole). Here are the starting 
points for the routes „Schindluder” and „Rosskuppenkante”.
Hike up the gorge a little bit further and you’ll reach the entry of the routes „Supermix” and „Rosskuppe Nordwand”. 
When you’re hiking up further again, you’ll hit the entry of „Rosskuppe Nordverschneidung” at the prominent ledge 
with gravel on it.

The Peternpfad went to the left and follows ledges, terraces and gravel fields. High up at the Peternpfad you’ll hit the 
crux passage called „Ennstaler Schritt” (Grade 2, attention!). After this passage you’ll reach the „Peternscharte” in a few 
minutes.

The Peternpfad is usually used to descent after climbing trips!

Time for the hike to the starting points: Look at the topos!

Time to hike up the Peternpfad from the parking area to the Peternscharte: about 3- 4 hours

GPS Coordinates: UTM-UPS with WGS84 in zone 32T

GPS 1: E 0470843 and N 5270102
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Haindlkar – Hüttenblöcke (Boulders)

Kids climbing area and boulders

The big Boulders around the Haindlkarhütte are well for bouldering and a lot of fun for family and kids too! For the 
kids, the block in the south is the best one (about 15 minutes from the Haindlkarhütte up to the dry creek bed). Around 
the Haindlkarhütte, the kids have lot possibilities to research the gravelled creek beds and the rocks. Please don’t leave 
them alone!
Some boulders are very well protected and ideal for beginners and kids. Because of the short distance between the 
bolts, it’s perfect to learn how it feels on the sharp end of the rope. 
On the top of the blocks you’ll find bolts, so you can climb toprope too!
For strong climbers some very hard boulder problems are waiting (some of them are waiting for a defloration).
Cause of the large number of blocks: To find the well protected boulders the topo on page 227 should help you a little 
bit!

With kids, the hike up to the Haindlkarhütte takes about 2 hours.
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Peternschartenkopf  Nordwestkante  

Dir. Peternkante 5+  (5 obl.)

Character: 
Varied climb through beautiful landscape. The ascent was redeveloped in early years with „Torstahl bolts”. At the 8th 
pitch, the rock quality is perfect, but you will find some loose rocks at the other lengths too.

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, E.Rudorfer; 1981

Difference in altitude: 
200m

Access: 
1I to the lower waterhole. Further to the left to the crossing point „Bergführerweg / Peternpfad”. Hike further to the left 
(not up the Peternpfad) and climb up the steep grassy ledge to the start nearby the pillar.
Take a look at the picture page 228 too!

Descend: 
Hike down the Peternpfad back to the Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Tipp: 
Without of snow early in the year.
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Rosskuppe Nordwand    

Dir. Nordverschneidung 6  (5+ obl.)

Character: 
Fantastic classic ascent with super line management and constant difficulties. The rock quality is very good most of the 
time.

First ascent: 
K.Poppinger, J.Eitzenberger; 18.09.1933
Direct entry: H.Abel, H.Winter; 28.09.1980

Difference in altitude: 
360m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the big gorge below the northwall. Hike further the Peternpfad to the point where you can 
traverse to the prominent block directly at the entry. 
 Take a look at the picture page 232 too!

Descend: 
From the exit, traverse to the Peternscharte and hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the Haindlkarhütte and 
further down to the parking area.

Alternative: Marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and down the „Wasserfallweg“ to the Kummerbrücke (or from 
the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
The ascent is well reachable from the Peternpfad. If you are motivated and not very tired climb this route as 2nd in one 
day.
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Rosskuppe Nordwand    

Nordwand 5+  (5 obl.)
(Combination with the exit “Endverschneidung”)

Character: 
Amazing and varied ascent through mostly solid and eroded rock. At the lower part, the most difficult passages were 
redeveloped by K. Hoi with bolts. At the easier upper part, there you’ll find no pitons or bolts!
The original northwall route (1928) traverses from the terrace (pitch 5) into the dark part of the wall (on your right).

First ascent: 
H.Feiertag, K.Schreiner; 25.+26.08.1928
Variante „Endverschneidung”: W.End, H.Schachinger; 21.06.1940

Difference in altitude: 
460m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the big gorge below the northwall. After the upper waterhole, you’ll find the entry below the 
red chimney!
Take a look at the picture page 232 too!

Descend: 
From the exit, climb up to the summit of the Rosskuppe (red points) and hike/climb down the ledges and some wet 
slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the 
Haindlkarhütte and down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasserfall-
weg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
Don’t be afraid of the not so nice pitches 1 and 2. Don’t initiate rockfall! There’re a lot of mountaineers on the Petern-
pfad directly below you!
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Rosskuppe Nordwand   

Supermix 7+  (7 obl.)

Character: 
K.Hoi creates a new line through the northwall which is a combination of the routes „Nordwand”, „Endverschneidung” 
and a new way through the platy headwall. During the 18 pitches you’ll find solid rock most of the time. The route is 
protected today’s age of spirit.

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Sitzmann, H.Stelzig; 26.09.2005

Difference in altitude: 
480m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the big gorge below the northwall. After the upper waterhole, you’ll find the entry below the 
red chimney!
Take a look at the picture page 232 too!

Descend: 
From the exit, climb up to the summit of the Rosskuppe (red points) and hike/climb down the ledges and some wet 
slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the 
Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
Don’t be afraid of the not so nice pitches 1 and 2. Don’t initiate rockfall! There’re a lot of mountaineers on the Petern-
pfad directly below you!
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Rosskuppe Nordwand    

Schindluder 8-  (7 obl.)

Character: 
Very well protected sportclimb on mostly perfect rock! The line is constructed a bit, but so you’ll find original passages 
and constant difficulties. In total, this is a persistent and exhausting ascent!

First ascent: 
J.Reinmüller, A.Hollinger, M.Strimitzer; Juli 2001

Difference in altitude: 
480m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the big gorge below the northwall in direction to the upper waterhole. Few meters below the 
waterhole, climb down the gully a bit and climb up now to the entry on the small ledge (Grade 2-3).
 ake a look at the pictures pages 232 and 244!

Descend: 
Abseil the route or:

From the exit, climb up to the summit of the Rosskuppe (red points) and hike/climb down the ledges and some wet 
slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the 
Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
After rainfalls, especially pitch 4 and 10 are wet for longer time! For pure enjoyment wait 2 days at minimum!
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Rosskuppe Nordwestkante    

Rosskuppenkante 6+  (5 obl.)

Character: 
The Rosskuppe northwest pillar maybe is the most known and mostly frequented ascent at the northside of the 
Gesäuse. Very beautiful and sometimes very exposed climb on the impressive pillar in fantastic landscape

First ascent: 
F.Hinterberger, K.Sixt; 17.08.1925

Difference in altitude:
480m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the big gorge below the northwall in direction to the upper waterhole. Few meters below the 
waterhole, traverse the ledges to the entry on the right! Take a look at the picture page 244!

Descend: 
From the exit, climb up to the summit of the Rosskuppe (red points) and hike/climb down the ledges and some wet 
slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the 
Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
Avoid climbing into the route „60+“ which is crossing sometimes!
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Rosskuppe Nordwestkante    

60plus  6+ A0  (obl.)

Character: 
Direct combination of variants and new passages on the Rosskuppe northwest pillar which are well protected. The route 
uses the complete high of the pillar (510m!). The rock quality is getting better and better up to the summit. The crux 
passages are steep but well protected!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig, H.Sitzmann; 07.09.2005 and 11.08.2008

Difference in altitude: 
510m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the bottom of the prominent pillar hits the Peternpfad. The entry you’ll find 
behind the block (Brekzienblock).
Take a look at the picture page 244!

Descend: 
From the exit, climb up to the summit of the Rosskuppe (red points) and hike/climb down the ledges and some wet 
slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the 
Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
The line tends often to the left - to the edge of the pillar!
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Rosskuppe - Westverschneidung   

Dachl – Rosskuppenverschneidung 8-  (6- A1)

Character: 
Legendary Gesäuse classic route through wild scenery. Very exposed!
For long time, the „Deadcorner” was the most difficult ascent in Gesäuse! Don’t underestimate this climb, because the 
quality of the pitons is very bad sometimes! The ascent is very exhausting and the rock quality in the lower part is not 
well! Up from the „Hollerbusch” (= small tree after 4th pitch), you’ll find beautiful freeclimbing passages and good rock 
quality!

First ascent: 
R.Schinko, F.Sikorovsky; 13.-16.06.1936

Difference in altitude: 
400m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the canyon from the corner of  Rosskuppe and Dachl comes out. Climb up the 
canyon to his end, below the „Domüberhang”  (= 1st roof ). You’ll find the start beside 1 bolt!
Take a look page 244!

Descend: 
From the exit, climb up to the summit of the Rosskuppe (red points) and hike/climb down the ledges and some wet 
slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the 
Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
Immediately after the edge of the roof  (2nd pitch), take a look to the small spike on the right! You can put a sling over 
the spike and it’s possible to climb up artificial! 
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Dachl – Nordwand      

Berglandriss 9-  (6 A2)

Character: 
Very alpine and extreme exposed climb! Because of the bad quality of pitons, freeclimbing or artificial ascents are high 
powered! At the first 3 pitches, the rock quality is very bad and the climb is dangerous (especially the 1st pitch)!
At all the other lengths, the existing material can be supplemented with mobile placements and you can secure them 
passable.
From the 4th pitch up to pitch 8 the climb is fine - just take care of some fragile flakes! From pitch 9 up to the top, the 
climb is excellent, super rock quality and follows a impressive line! Pitch 10 is a real highlight in Gesäuse!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, W.Almberger; 24.-26.05.1969
1st redpoint by R.Roitinger; 10.08.2004

Difference in altitude: 
400m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the canyon from the corner of Rosskuppe and Dachl comes out. Climb up the 
canyon to his end at the corner.
Take a look page 244!

Descend: 
From the exit, climb up to the summit of the Rosskuppe (red points) and hike/climb down the ledges and some wet 
slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the 
Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
A lot of single carabiners are useful!
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Dachl – Nordwand      

Anima Mundi 9  (8– obl.)

Character: 
Very impressive route through the smooth part at the left from the route „Dachl – Diagonale”. The „soul of the world” for 
sure is one of the best alpine sportclimbing routes in the eastern part of the Alps! The rock quality is perfect up from the 
1st meter. Mostly you’ll climb on steep exposed slabs with small strips and grips. 7th grade passages with long runouts 
must be mastered! 

First ascent: 
M.Fluch, C.Pitzl; June and July 1992

Difference in altitude: 
400m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad below to the talus of the Dachl northwestface and further the Peternpfad into the long gravelled 
gully. Follow the gully to his end (don’t follow the Peternpfad when is traversing to the next gully!) and climb up the 
channel (Grade 2-3, looks like an S) to the right. Further climb up diagonal to the right to the entry which is on the 
highest point of the talus.
Take a look at the picture page 256!

Descend: 
Abseil the route (very steep) or:

From the exit hike the beautiful ridge („Dachlgrat”) in direction Rosskuppe and climb up to the summit (red points). 
From here, hike/climb down the terraces, ledges and some wet slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the 
Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).
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Dachl – Nordwand    

Diagonale 7+   (6 obl.)

Character: 
Elegant ascent with super line through mostly compact rock. Because of the steepness, the climb is very challenging 
and exhausting. After a redevelopment, the route is also interesting for freeclimbers. The quality of the antique pitons is 
bad.

First ascent: 
L.Scheiblehner, K.Gollmayer; 11.06.1955

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the canyon from the corner of Rosskuppe and Dachl comes out. Climb up the 
canyon nearly to his end and traverse out (right handed) the ledges to a very small tree (Lärchenbaum). Climb up a 
short steep part (iron cable) and follow the prominent grassy ledge to the start on the right side (Grade 2-3).
During the access you’ll find a few bolts.

Take a look at the picture page 256!

Descend: 
From the exit hike the beautiful ridge („Dachlgrat”) in direction Rosskuppe and climb up to the summit (red points). 
From here, hike/climb down the terraces, ledges and some wet slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the 
Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).
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Dachl – Nordwand      

Vater Morgana 9-  (7 obl.)

Character: 
Amazing and sometimes very exposed ascent on perfect rock! The route offers some exceptional passages in classic line 
management. The old pitons are in not really good shape, but with additional help of mobile placements you can secure 
the climb as well.

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 24.07.1992

Difference in altitude: 
350m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the canyon from the corner of Rosskuppe and Dachl comes out. Climb up the 
canyon nearly to his end and traverse out (right handed) the ledges to a very small tree (Lärchenbaum). Climb up a 
short steep part (iron cable) and follow the prominent grassy ledge to the start on the right side (Grade 2-3).
During the ascent, you’ll find a few bolts.

Take a look at the picture page 256!

Descend: 
From the exit hike the beautiful ridge („Dachlgrat”) in direction Rosskuppe and climb up to the summit (red points). 
From here, hike/climb down the terraces, ledges and some wet slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the 
Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
At the 9th pitch (= ident with the exit „Verlorener Weg”) double ropes are very helpful! Double rope technique to mini-
mize rope drag!
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Dachl – Nordwand      

Nordwand 6+  (6- obl.)

Character: 
„The” classic line at the Dachl north face! Very well rock quality with original climbing passages. The route is redevelo-
ped on some neuralgic points, but it’s still very serious and alpine (because of many old pitons). Some passages you can 
manage in artificial style. In total the „Nordwand“ is one of the major Gesäuse climbs! Don’t underestimate this long 
route!

First ascent: 
H.Rößner, K.Moldan, S.Schintlmeister; 28.06.-01.07.1931

Difference in altitude: 
380m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the canyon from the corner of Rosskuppe and Dachl comes out. Climb up the 
canyon nearly to his end and traverse out (right handed) the ledges to a very small tree (Lärchenbaum). Climb up a 
short steep part (iron cable) and follow the prominent grassy ledge to the start on the right side (Grade 2-3).
During the ascent, you’ll find bolts sometimes.

Take a look at the picture page 256!

Descend: 
From the exit hike the beautiful ridge („Dachlgrat”) in direction Rosskuppe and climb up to the summit (red points). 
From here, hike/climb down the terraces, ledges and some wet slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the 
Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).
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 Dachl – Nordwand      

Komplizierte 7  (6+ obl)

Character: 
Very beautiful and impressive ascent - for sure a milestone in Gesäuse. The infamous „Komplizierte” follows a classic line 
with excellent rock quality. Crux passages you’ll find at the short traverses.

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 03.09.1977

Difference in altitude: 
380m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the canyon from the corner of Rosskuppe and Dachl comes out. Climb up the 
canyon nearly to his end and traverse out (right handed) the ledges to a very small tree (Lärchenbaum). Climb up a 
short steep part (iron cable) and follow the prominent grassy ledge to the start on the right side (Grade 2-3).
During the ascent, you’ll find a few bolts.

Take a look at the picture page 256!

Descend: 
From the exit hike the beautiful ridge („Dachlgrat”) in direction Rosskuppe and climb up to the summit (red points). 
From here, hike/climb down the terraces, ledges and some wet slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the 
Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Variant: Dir. Gipfelausstieg 7 –
Challenging exit at very well rock. Attention in pitch 14 (one missing piton): This length needs a very good psyche and 
the grade of difficulty you should be able to master without problems!
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Dachl – Nordwestwand       

Große Pleite 8  (7 obl)

Character: 
Modern sportclimbing route on mostly good „Dachstein limestone”. Due to the length and the persistent difficulties, the 
ascent is a real hammer for climber’s muscles…
In total a well protected alpine sportclimbing route which makes you happy for sure!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 1998-2000

Difference in altitude: 
525m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the path hits the Dachl northwest talus. Climb up the corner (bit uncomfor-
table), which brakes the talus from the right up to the left. An iron cable will help you up into the big gully. Hike and 
climb further to the prominent „Hahnenkamm” 

Take a look at the pictures page 256 + 257!

Descend: 
From the exit hike the beautiful ridge („Dachlgrat”) in direction Rosskuppe and climb up to the summit (red points). 
From here, hike/climb down the terraces, ledges and some wet slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the 
Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).
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Dachl – Nordwestwand     

Nordwestwand 7+  (6 obl)

Character: 
Very long and graceful Gesäuse classic climb through the central part of the northwest face. The route is redeveloped, 
but don’t underestimate the very alpine ascent with persistent difficulties! You should be able to climb the 6th grade 
very well!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig, L.Dengg; 04.09.1971

Difference in altitude: 
525m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the path hits the Dachl northwest talus. Climb up the corner (bit uncomfor-
table), which brakes the talus from the right up to the left. An iron cable will help you up into the big gully. Hike and 
climb further to the prominent „Hahnenkamm” 

Take a look at the pictures page 256 + 257!

Descend: From the exit hike the beautiful ridge („Dachlgrat”) in direction Rosskuppe and climb up to the summit (red 
points). From here, hike/climb down the terraces, ledges and some wet slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse 
to the Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking 
area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
In combination with the „Dir. Gipfelausstieg” 7 - (direct exit), the ascent is one of the longest routes in this grade of 
difficulty!
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Dachl – Nordwestwand     

Dachlkante 6 -  (obl)

Character: 
Stimulating route on mostly compact rock. At the lower part, you have to climb trough corners and chimneys. From the 
big terrace (gr. Absatz) to the summit, you’ll find wonderful and compact slabs.

First ascent: 
Lower part (Dachl Westverschneidung): F.Kasparek, R.Schinko; 06.09.1963
Upper part (Dachl ridge): K.Poppinger; A.Pfiel; 29.07.1933

Difference in altitude: 
500m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the path hits the Dachl northwest talus. Hike up the gravelled gully (which is 
coming down from the Hochtor north face) to the right. Climb up the prominent gully (Grade 2-3) on the west (right) 
side of the prominent „Dachlturm” (Dachl tower).

Take a look at the picture page 257!

Descend: 
From the exit hike the beautiful ridge („Dachlgrat”) in direction Rosskuppe and climb up to the summit (red points). 
From here, hike/climb down the terraces, ledges and some wet slabs (Grade 2, attention!). Further, traverse to the 
Peternscharte. Hike down the Peternpfad (Grade 2) back to the Haindlkarhütte and further down to the parking area.

Alternative: From the Peternscharte, follow the marked trail to the Hesshütte (south side) and hike down the Wasser-
fallweg to the Kummerbrücke (or from the Hesshütte to Johnsbach).

Tipp: 
The access is challenging! Climbers should be able to climb the 3rd grade safe and without rope!
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Access to the Hochtor (Jahn-Zimmer), Haindlkarturm and Festkogelturm from the Haindlkar parking area

On the road (B146) from Admont in direction to Gstatterboden, there you’ll find a parking area (with Nationalpark pa-
nels) about 500m after the tunnel. Hike up the marked trail to the „Haindlkarhütte” (GPS 1, about 1 hour for the hike).
From the Haindlkarhütte hike to the left (east) and follow the marked „Peternpfad”. After a few hundred meters (before 
the 1st canyon), you’ll hit the shield „Hochtor Nordwand Jahn Zimmer”. Take the path up to the right now (through 
mountain pines) and follow the small trail into the big gravel field below the Festkogel north face.
Hike up the field to his upper end on the left (east) side (nearby a water source). At the prominent brown – black 
geological structures, traverse to the left. Follow small paths, traverse gullies and ridges (sometimes red marks) into a 
prominent terraced gully. Through this gully (sometimes on the right side) up to the 1st bolt (sea level 1690m).

Take a look at pages 284 and 292!

To the Haindlkarturm (Route „Nordpfeiler“)
Climb up the Jahn-Zimmer route to the prominent small col with the signs „J-Z“. Don’t follow the Jahn-Zimmer ascent 
to the left! Climb/hike up the „Lindenbach Abseilweg” (sometimes marked) to the big „Nordwestwandband” (northwe-
stwall ledge). Page 292!

To the Festkogelturm (Route „Eifelturm“)
From the upper end of the big gravel field, climb up the prominent canyon to the entry.
Take a look page 292!

GPS Coordinates: UTM-UPS with WGS84 in zone 32T

GPS 1: E 0470843 and N 5270102
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Hochtor Nordwand       

Pfannl – Maischberger 5 -  (obl)

Character: 
Heroic, historical and very alpine ascent on often loose rock! A route for mountaineers with appetite for adventure’s 
among us. Mostly seriously climbing passages! You need a „good nose” for the correct line…
You didn’t find a lot of pitons and mostly you have to protect the ascent for your own- also the belays! We don’t recom-
mend climbing the summit canyon- very loose rock! It’s also not recommended to climb directly through the „Unterer 
Kreuzlkamin”. Take one of the variants (look at the topo)!

First ascent: 
H.Pfannl, V.Wessely, T.Maischberger, T.Kreidel; 11.10.1896

Difference in altitude: 
870m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point where the path hits the Dachl northwest talus. Hike up the gravel gully (which is 
coming down from the Hochtor north face) to the right. 
Take a look at the picture page 284 and the topo!

Descend: 
1.) Hike down the well marked „Schneelochweg” to Johnsbach (shortest version)
2.) Hike down the „Josefinensteig” to the „Hesshütte” for some beers and back to Johnsbach
3.) Climb the Hochtor – Rosskuppe ridge to the Peternscharte and hike/climb down the north side via the „Peternpfad” 
(longest version…)

Tipp: 
Aspirants should be able to climb the 5th grade very safe and they should be very fast during the grade 4 passages!
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Hochtor Nordwand     

Entgegen der Zeit 8  (8- obl)

Character: 
Very seriously and challenging alpine sportclimbing route through best, sometimes rough eroded rock. The safe and 
perfect handling with mobile placements is highly recommended! Bolts you’ll find only at passages where you cannot 
use nuts etc.
The route follows steep slabs mostly. You need a „good eye” for the correct line and a well feeling for the slabs.

First ascent: 
R.Roitinger, E.Plankenauer; 2001

Difference in altitude: 
500m (complete ca. 900m!)

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point where the path hits the Dachl northwest talus. Hike up the gravelled gully (which 
is coming down from the Hochtor north face) to the right. Climb through the „Kreuzlkamin” (Grade 4+) at first, later 
through the slabs on the left side (Grade 2-3). Take the 1st possibility (after about 300m) to traverse to the right (= 
Reibeisenquergang, very loose rock).
Take a look at the picture page 284 and the topo!

Descend: 
1.) Hike down the well marked „Schneelochweg” to Johnsbach (shortest version)
2.) Hike down the „Josefinensteig” to the „Hesshütte” for some beers and back to Johnsbach
3.) Abseil down the route. In this case you have to climb down the „Kreuzlkamin“ (Grade 4+, loose rock)!!!
4.) Hike/climb the Hochtor – Rosskuppe ridge to the Peternscharte and hike/climb down to the north side via the 
„Peternpfad” (longest version…)

Tipp: 
After rainfalls, the route will be wet for 2-3 days! Hexentrics size 5-9 and RP size 5-7 are helpful!!!
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Hochtor Nordwand      

Reibeisen 5+  (obl)

Character: 
Seriously and impressive climb trough fantastic scenery. Because of the very loose rock, the 1st pitch is a bit shity. 
During the rest of the ascent you’ll find good rock quality, sometimes dreamlike rough eroded rock!
You have to protect the ascent for yourself most of the time! Because of the length, the constant difficulties and the rare 
pitons, don’t underestimate this ascent. Start very early, for sure it will be a very long day!

First ascent: 
R.Gollner, H.Bergmann; 15.09.1982

Difference in altitude: 
800m

Access: 
1I on the Peternpfad to the point, where the path hits the Dachl northwest talus. Hike up the gravelled gully (which 
is coming down from the Hochtor north face) to the right. Climb through the „Kreuzlkamin” (Grade 4+) at first, later 
through the slabs on the left side (Grade 2-3). Take the 1st possibility (after about 300m) to traverse to the right (= 
Reibeisenquergang, very loose rock)
Take a look at the picture page 284 and the topo!

Descend: 
1.) Hike down the well marked „Schneelochweg” to Johnsbach (shortest version)
2.) Hike down the „Josefinensteig” to the „Hesshütte” for some beers and back to Johnsbach
3.) Hike/climb the Hochtor – Rosskuppe ridge to the Peternscharte and hike/climb down to the north side via the 
„Peternpfad” (longest version…)
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Hochtor Nordwand      

Jahn - Zimmer  3+  (3 obl)

Character: 
Very popular and often committed ascent trough compact slabs. For a better orientation in this „bigwall”, some artists 
were painting red marks on the rocks. Because of the long access and the length of the route, don’t underestimate this 
climb - especially in uncertain weather!

First ascent: 
G.Jahn, F.Zimmer; 02.09.1906

Difference in altitude: 
600m (1000m to climb!)

Access: 
1J into the big gravel field. Hike up the gravel field to his upper end on the left (east) side (nearby a water source). At 
the prominent brown – black geological structures, traverse to the left. Follow small paths, traverse gullies and ridges 
(sometimes red marks) into a prominent terraced gully. Through this gully (sometimes on the right side) climb up to the 
1st bolt (sea level 1690m).
Take a look at the pictures page 284 and 292!

Descend: 
1.) Hike down the well marked „Schneelochweg” to Johnsbach (shortest version)
2.) Hike down the „Josefinensteig” to the „Hesshütte” for some beers and back to Johnsbach
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Festkogelturmscharte - Nordwand  

Lindenbach Abseilweg (descent to the north side)

Character: 
The descent was made by W. Lindenbach in year 1938. The route was redeveloped in year 1978, is well marked and 
equipped. Some climbers are using this route to descent from the summits of Hochtor, Haindlkarturm, Festkogelturm, 
Festkogel and Ödstein to the north side of the Gesäuse back to the Haindlkar.
Aspirants will find about 13 abseil passages (20m), but they have to be well surefooted too. Climbing passages (Grade 
2) are obligatory! In recent years, this descent is not often committed. Many alpinists prefer the longer but comfortable 
and safer descents to the south.

Time for the descent to the Haindlkarhütte: about 2-3 hours

Descend: 
From the col between Haindlkarturm and Festkogelturm climb (ore abseil) down the gully. After the next abseil passage 
(overhanging!) climb down a flat slab to a ledge on the right (alternative you can abseil to the ledge). Traverse the 
ledge to the right (crossing a gully) and climb down a bit steeper passage to a small ridge with some mountain pines 
on it. Follow this ridge and you’ll find the big letters „J.Z.” – painted on a rock. Climb down to a small but prominent 
col. From here climb down the next gully (looks like a chimney) or bit left of the gully (Grade 2 or abseiling 2 x 20m). 
Traverse down (small gravelled paths) to the left and hit the big gravel field below the Festkogel north wall. 
Follow the marked path to the Peternpfad and further to the Haindlkarhütte.

Take a look picture page 292!

It’s not recommended to climb up this route up. If you like to do, you can avoid the overhanging passage (nearly on the 
end of route) on the right side (Grade 4).
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Haindlkarturm Nordwand   

Nordwestpfeiler 4+  (obl.)

Character: 
Classic and stimulating alpine ascent at mostly solid rock in beautiful scenery. The well handling with mobile place-
ments and a good nose for the correct line are recommended! 

First ascent: 
Some parts: W.Lindenbach, E.Sommerhuber; 28.09.1937
Some parts: E.Friedl, R.Gerin, K.Plaichinger, R.Riebe; 05.07.1908
Some parts: K.Poppinger and friends; 01.07.1930

Difference in altitude: 
300m 

Access: 
1J into the big gravel field. Hike up the gravel field to his upper end on the left (east) side (nearby a water source). At 
the prominent brown – black geological structures, traverse to the left. Follow small paths, traverse gullies and ridges 
(sometimes red marks) into a prominent terraced gully. Climb up the gully (sometimes on the right side) to the 1st bolt 
(sea level 1690m). Went up to the rock with the painted letters „J.Z“. Don’t follow the Jahn Zimmer ascent to the left! 
Climb up the Lindenbach Abseilweg to the northwestwall ledge!
Take a look at the picture page 292!

Descend: 
1.) Hike to the south and you’ll hit the marked Festkogel descent. Further hike back to the village Johnsbach.
2.) To the north via the „Lindenbach Abseilweg“ (page 294).
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Haindlkarturm Nordwand   

Nordpfeiler 6 -  (obl.)

Character: 
Super line at perfect rock in beautiful landscape. Because of the long access this ascent is not often visited. The route 
offers freeclimbing passages, constant difficulties and perfect rock quality.

First ascent: 
Lower part: K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 06.07.1976
Upper part: F.Gaisbauer, K.Wreitz, W.End, T.Berger; 01.07.1939

Difference in altitude: 
300m 

Access: 
1J into the big gravel field. Hike up the gravel field to his upper end on the left (east) side (nearby a water source). At 
the prominent brown – black geological structures, traverse to the left. Follow small paths, traverse gullies and ridges 
(sometimes red marks) into a prominent terraced gully. Climb up the gully (sometimes on the right side) to the 1st bolt 
(sea level 1690m). Went up to the rock with the letters „J.Z“. Don’t follow the Jahn Zimmer ascent to the left! Climb up 
the Lindenbach Abseilweg to the northwestwall ledge!
Take a look at the picture page 292!

Descend: 
1.) Hike to the south and you’ll hit the marked Festkogel descent. Further hike back to the village Johnsbach.
2.) To the north via the „Lindenbach Abseilweg“ (page 294).
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Festkogelturm Nordwand     

Nordwand „Z“  5-  (4+obl.)

Character: 
The amazing line offers a beautiful climb through chimneys and compact slabs. Don’t be afraid of the long access, you’ll 
find a profitable and exposed route in dreamlike landscape!

First ascent: 
K.Poppinger, A.Pfiel; 31.07.1932

Difference in altitude: 
350m (without talus)

Access: 
1J into the big gravel field and further right up to the beginning of the talus. Climb the slab ramp up diagonally to the 
left (Route 9 on page 292). The start of the route you’ll find below the black/steep wall beside of a memorial shield 
(T.Kurz).

Take a look at the picture page 292!

Descend: 
1.) Hike to the south and you’ll hit the marked Festkogel descent. Further hike back to the village Johnsbach.
2.) To the north via the „Lindenbach Abseilweg“ (page 294).

Tipp: 
There’re no bolts on the talus! You should be able to climb grade 3 passages safe and without a rope!
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Festkogelturm Nordwand    

Eifelturm 9+  (8+ obl.)

Character: 
In total one of the best modern ascents in Gesäuse. The route is very long (19 pitches) and technically very demanding! 
The very athletic climb is extraordinarily steep and a physical challenge! The route offers compact and very well rock 
most of the time. At the solid protected route you have to use some mobile placements too, but this is safe and not a 
problem. 

First ascent: 
R.Roitinger, O.Mick; September 2004
1st redpoint by Roitinger end of September 2004

Difference in altitude: 
600m 

Access: 
1J into the big gravel field. Hike up the gravel field in direction talus and further into the prominent canyon.

Take a look at the picture page 292!

Descend: 
1.) Hike to the south and you’ll hit the marked Festkogel descent. Further hike back to the village Johnsbach.
2.) To the north via the „Lindenbach Abseilweg“ (page 294).
3.) Abseil down the route (laborious, takes time…)

Tipp: 
Aspirants should wait for very dry conditions! Especially pitch 8 (crux) is impossible to climb when it’s wet! You can 
bypass this pitch on the left side (route „Z”).
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Access to the Großer Ödstein (Ödsteinkar)

Take the road (B146) from Admont in direction Gstatterboden. A few kilometres in front of Gstatterboden, take the road 
to the village Johnsbach. About 2km after the crossing, park your car after the small bridge (opposite the bridge, there 
is a small sportclimbing area). GPS 1, 626mH. 
Hike back and take the forest road up for a few meters (yellow shield „Haindlkarhütte”, „Gsengscharte”) to a crossing. 
Take the right road now to an animal fence (GPS 2, yellow sign „Zustieg Ödsteinkante”). Follow the path and bypass 
the animal fence on the right side. After about 300m you’ll hit a dry creekbed. Follow the creekbed up to the next 
forest road. Hike up the creekbed on the left side (but right of the fence) and follow the moderate marked path into the 
forest. Hike up the steep path, cross some small creek beds and mountain pine fields and you will hit the big gravelled 
„Ödsteinkar”. Attention! Always take a look for the correct path, don’t follow some animal trails!!!
From the Ödsteinkar, hike up the big gravelled gully between Großer Ödstein and Ödsteinkarturm (mostly rests of old 
snow). The entry to the ascents „Ödsteinkante” and „Beauty and the beast” you’ll find in the upper section of the gravel-
led gully.

Time for the hike: 2 ½ -3 hours

We don’t recommend the alternative access from the Haindlkarhütte to the Ödsteinkar: After some mud avalanches, the 
trail is in bad conditions!

GPS Coordinates: UTM-UPS with WGS84 in zone 32T

GPS 1: E 0468659 and N 5268404
GPS 2: E 0468674 and N 5268306
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Großer Ödstein Nordwand    

The Beauty and the Beast  7  (obl.)

Character: 
Very long and persistent challenging route through the compact slab shield left of the Ödsteinkante. The character is 
very alpine. The perfect handling with mobile placements should be very well mastered! Cause of the long ascent and 
descent and the length of the route, the „Beauty” is one of the big climbs at the Gesäuse! The rock quality is very well, 
just pitch 3 it’s a little worse.

First ascent: 
H.Steinmassl, K.Lehner; July 1986

Difference in altitude: 
640m 

Access: 
1K into the Ödsteinkar and up in direction to the giant corner (Grade 1-2). Attention! Very big rest of old snowfields 
(sometimes 40m high!) until late summer! 50m below the giant corner, traverse a small ledge to the right.

Take a look at the picture page 304!

Descend: 
1.) Hike down the marked „Kirchengrat”; demanding and long, takes time…
2.) Abseil down the route (laborious, takes time…)

Tipp: 
Ascent for the hottest days in summer!
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Großer Ödstein Nordwestkante    

Ödsteinkante  5  (5- obl.)

Character: 
Classic and legendary ascent with famous history! Because of the long ascent, descent and some seriously challenging 
passages, this route is a real venture for alpinists. At the lower part you’ll find some loose rock, better quality during the 
2nd section.

First ascent: 
A.Dibona, L.Rizzi, G+M. Mayr; 25.08.1910

Difference in altitude: 
700m 

Access: 
1K into the Ödsteinkar and up in direction to the giant corner. Attention! Very big rest of old snowfields (sometimes 
40m high!) until late summer! About 100m below the giant corner you’ll find the entry below a steep, fragile and most-
ly wet crack. (1 Bolt directly at the entry)

Take a look at the picture page 304!

Descend: 
Hike down the marked „Kirchengrat”; demanding and long, takes time…

Tipp: 
For the crux passages, take a look on the detailed topo and picture page 310!
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Großer Ödstein Nordwestkante   

Ödsteinkante, variants at the crux 

1.) Preußquergang
(P.Preuß, R.Relly; 09.10.1911)
Daring and challenging! Attention for the 2nd climber – giant pendulum possible!

2.) Redlich - Stefansky overhang
(R.Redlich, J.Stefansky; 27.08.1912)
Logical and recommended line. From the niche, climb the slabs to the left (often wet) and get over the overhang.

3.) Variant to the original Dibona ascent
(First ascent unknown)
From the niche, climb trough the dark corner (often wet). Further to the right into the original Dibona ascent.

4.) Original ascent (Dibonaverschneidung)
(A.Dibona, L.Rizzi, G.+M. Mayr 25.08.1910)
Complicated line which was not found by the 1st repeaters! This is the reason of the many variants!
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Großer Ödstein Nordwestkante    

Dir. Ödsteinkante  6 (obl.)

Character: 
Direct line nearby the pillar. After the crux passage of the original route (page 310, best variant for the direct route is 
number 3!), climb up diagonally to the right in direction to the pillar soon as possible! Amazing and exposed passages 
are following and you’ll hit the belay of the „Bella Vista” route.
Because of this line management, the route should count to the real „big pillar ascents” in the Alps. 

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 26.07.1992

Difference in altitude: 
750m

Access: 
1K into the Ödsteinkar to the entry of a sealevel of 1530m. The start you’ll find a bit left of the deepest point of the 
pillar.

Take a look at the picture page 304!

Descend: 
Hike down the marked „Kirchengrat”; demanding and long, takes time…

Tipp: 
A route for the hottest days in summer! About 24 pitches!
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Großer Ödstein Westwand    

Bella Vista 7+  (7obl.)

Character: 
Very challenging and unavoidable freeclimb at perfect rock. Because of the very long access and the seriously climb, 
you can count the repeats on one hand.

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 26.07.1992

Difference in altitude: 
350m (and 200m on the pillar to the summit) 

Access: 
From Johnsbach, follow the marked „Kirchengrat” up to the „Johnsbacher Schartl” (= prominent col). You’ll find this 
description on page 136 – Überschreitung der Hochtorgruppe.
From the „Johnsbacher Schartl“: Without any trail, traverse a bit grassy slope horizontally to the left (follow mountain 
goat paths between two small but prominent mountain pine fields).  Now always climb up and down a bit (Grade 3) to 
the bottom of the talus. Time to hike is about 3-4 hours!

Take a look at the picture page 314!

Descend: 
Hike down the marked „Kirchengrat”; demanding and long, takes time…

Tipp: 
You should start very early in the morning!
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Großer Ödstein Westwand    

Westverschneidung 7  (6obl.)

Character: 
Amazing climb on perfect rock! Pitch 5 called „Bilderbuchverschneidung” (corner, looks like an open book) for sure is 
one of the best pitches at the Gesäuse!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 25.10.1984

Difference in altitude: 
350m 

Access: 
From Johnsbach, follow the marked „Kirchengrat” up to the „Johnsbacher Schartl” (= prominent col). You’ll find this 
description on page 136 – Überschreitung der Hochtorgruppe.
From the „Johnsbacher Schartl“: Without any trail, traverse a bit grassy slope horizontally to the left (follow mountain 
goat paths between two small but prominent mountain pine fields).  Now always climb up and down a bit (Grade 3) to 
the bottom of the talus. Time to hike is about 3-4 hours!

Take a look at the picture page 314!

Descend: 
Hike down the marked „Kirchengrat”; demanding and long, takes time…

Tipp: 
You should start very early in the morning!
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Access to the southface of Großer Buchstein  
     

From the village Gstatterboden, the trail starts beside the Ennsbridge (Railway crossing). Follow the flat forest road at 
first. Bit later, hike up the marked main trail in direction „Buchsteinhaus” (you’re crossing some forest roads). Below the 
material cable car, follow the trail (20 serpentines) to the Buchsteinhaus. Time for the hike is about 2 hours.

Take the marked main path in direction to the Großer Buchstein. After about 20 minutes, you’ll hit a stone with several 
inscriptions on it. Follow the small path to the right (east) now! For all the ascents (except the „Westgrat”), traverse to 
the right. Cross a mountain pine field, hike moderately down and cross some gullies. You’ll hit a grassy slope on the left 
(west) of the last big gully. Hike up the slope and climb up a bit steeper part on the right side (Grade 2-). From here, 
traverse horizontally to the right into the big gully. To the starting points of the ascents, take a look at the topos!

Time for the hike from Gstatterboden to the south face:  3-3 ½ hours

You also can start the trail up to the Buchsteinhaus from the little railway station „Johnsbach”. Park your car nearby the 
restaurant „Bachbrücke” (road crossing to the village „Johnsbach”). Cross the Enns River (small wooden bridge). From 
the railway station take the flat forest road („Rauchbodenweg”) to the right (east). After a few minutes (5-10min.), 
follow a small path up to the left (moderately blue marked). After about 45 minutes, you’ll hit the well marked main 
trail to Buchsteinhaus.

Time for the hike from the restaurant Bachbrücke to the south face:  3-3 ½ hours

It’s also possible to hike up a trail from the north side of Großer Buchstein (previous restaurant „Eisenzieher”) near the 
village „St.Gallen”.  It’s not recommended!

Time for the hike: about 4 ½ hours

For the ascent „Westgrat”, follow the marked main path (straight up from the stone with inscriptions) to the starting 
point of via ferrata „Südwandband”.
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Großer Buchstein – Westgrat    

Westgrat 3  (obl.)

Character: 
Very popular and often visited ascent on a prominent ridge. During the climb through very beautiful landscape you 
didn’t find always solid rock.

First ascent: 
H.Pfannl, T.Maischberger; 16.01.1898

Difference in altitude: 
270m

Access: 
2A to the rock (with the inscriptions). Further hike up the well marked main path to the entry of via ferrata „Südwand-
band”. Follow the iron cable (about 60m) to two memorial shields. Start on the right side of one shield.

Descend: 
Climb down the „Südwandband“ (via ferrata) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to the Buchstein-
haus.

Tipp: 
Attention – don’t initiate rockfall to via ferrata below you!!! If there are a lot of climbers at the Westgrat, we recom-
mend to climb the route „Südgrat”.
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand     

Südpfeiler  6/6+   (5- obl.)

Character: 
Varied and alpine ascent on not always perfect rock. Up from the crossing point via ferrata, the rock quality is much 
better. You can climb this part as a bonus to other Buchstein routes.

First ascent: 
H.Abel, E.Reiter; 26.08.1972

Difference in altitude: 
350m

Access: 
2A, from the big gully hike up along the talus to the left. Ca. 40 meters in front of the starting point, take a small ledge 
(splintery) directly below the pillar. Climb around the edge to the starting point in the corner.

Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Tipp: 
Attention – don’t initiate rockfall to via ferrata below you!!! 
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand     

Steinschnuppe  7+   (7- obl.)

Character: 
Well protected alpine sportclimbing route. The ascent offers some very elegant passages. Two gravelled ledges are 
crossing the route. Attention especially in pitch 3 – rockfall from via ferrata possible!
 
First ascent: 
J.Reinmüller, A.Hollinger; 27.05. + 01.06.2000

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
2A, from the big gully hike up along the talus to the left (Grade 1-2)
 
Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Tipp: 
Don’t climb the route when the via ferrata is frequented heavily! If you’re watching a falling stone, you’ll have a wish for 
free (this was the inspiration for the name of the route – stonemeteorid).
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand     

Via Appia  7+   (7- obl.)

Character: 
Three very beautiful pitches but also some splintery passages are the characteristic of this route. Especially pitch 4 and 
5 are steep and very beautiful. Don’t be afraid of the loose overhang on the start!

First ascent: 
J.Reinmüller, A.Hollinger; 13.05. + 30.06.2001

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
2A, from the big gully hike up along the talus to the left (Grade 1-2)
 
Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Tipp: 
Don’t climb the route when the via ferrata is frequented heavily! 
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand    

Dornröschen  6   (obl.)

Character: 
Elegant classic route on mostly compact rock. You should be able to climb the 6th grade safe. The well handling with 
mobile placements should be well mastered! You didn’t find a lot of pitons during the lengths, but with nuts, friends 
etc. you can protect this passages well.

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig, E.Ruhdorfer; 04.06.1983

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
2A, from the big gully hike up along the talus to the left (Grade 1-2)
 
Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Tipp:
A lot of fun for fetishists of mobile placements!
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand   

Feuerland  8+   (7+ obl.)

Character: 
Steep, variously and challenging sportclimbing route with elegant line management through compact and sometimes 
eroded rock! For sure the best sportclimbing route on Buchstein. In parts morally challenging!

First ascent: 
M.Strimitzer, A.Hollinger; July and August 1998

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
2A, from the big gully hike up along the talus to the left (Grade 1-2)
 
Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Alternative: Abseil the route

Tipp: 
Don’t climb the route when the via ferrata is frequented heavily!
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand    

Spaltenzone  7/7+   (7- obl.)

Character: 
Steep and variously sportclimbing route with elegant line management. Very well –plaisir like – protected ascent!
Because of the very well rock quality and the extraordinarily 40m corner (pitch 7) for sure you’ll forget the long access.

First ascent: 
M.Strimitzer, A.Hollinger; July and September 1999

Difference in altitude: 
300m

Access: 
2A into the big gully and up to the right to the start.
 
Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Tipp: 
Don’t climb the route when the via ferrata is frequented heavily!
After rainfalls, pitch 7 (40m corner) will be wet for longer time.
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand   

Frostbeule  8-   (7- obl.)

Character: 
Very variously sportclimbing route with direct line management. Pitch 4 and 5 are untypical for the Gesäuse and very 
impressive! It’s a must for friends of offwidth cracks…

First ascent: 
M.Strimitzer, A.Hollinger, M. Kohlhofer;  Autumn 1999 + Summer 2000 

Difference in altitude: 
350m

Access: 
2A into the big gully and up to the right to the start.
 
Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Tipp: 
At the crack corners (pitch 4 + 5): Don’t fight inside the crack – it’s much easier to climb outside with spreaded legs!
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand     

König Löwenherz 6+   (6 obl.)

Character: 
Very well protected (plaisir like) sportclimbing route trough compact and eroded rock! The beautiful and popular ascent 
offers some original passages.

First ascent: 
M.Strimitzer, A.Hollinger; August 2000 and Mai 2001 

Difference in altitude: 
350m

Access: 
2A into the big gully and up to the right to the start a bit left of the prominent chimney (= start oft the route „Lindn-
blia”)
 
Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Tipp:
Just climb and enjoy….
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand    

Lindnblia  6-  (5 obl.)

Character: 
Very well protected (plaisir like) sportclimbing route in moderate difficulties. Some ledges are crossing the ascent, but 
this is not a problem and you’ll find solid rock mostly. The line management in the upper part is a bit unnatural, but so 
climbers will find some more beautiful passages.

First ascent: 
J.Reinmüller, A.Hollinger; 2008 

Difference in altitude: 
350m

Access: 
2A into the big gully and up to the right to the start below the prominent chimney.
 
Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Tipp: 
Pitch 7 and 8 can be bypassed on the right side (Südgrad, Grade 3+). In this case you’ll find a beautiful grade 5 route 
(called „Auskneiffi” – means variant for climbers with moral like chicken).
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Großer Buchstein – Südwand    

Südgrat  3+  (obl.)

Character: 
The belays are redeveloped and because of that, the ascent is visited much more then before. A surprise is the very good 
quality of the rock! The climb offers varied passages in moderate difficulties. Some crossing ledges are not interfering. 
Compared to the „Westgrat”, the Südgrat is a bit more challenging but better ascent.

First ascent: 
H.Peterka; 20.09.1943

Difference in altitude: 
350m

Access: 
2A into the big gully. Below a steep part, traverse a grassy ramp to the right and hit the prominent grassy col. Climb 
straight up a steeper part now (Grade 2, attention!). The entry you’ll find left-handed, beside a prominent smooth slab.

Take a look at the picture page 328!

Descend: 
Climb down the Südwandband (via ferrata, recommended) or take the marked main path (if there is no snow) back to 
the Buchsteinhaus (longer version).

Tipp: 
You’ll find rests of old snowfields until early summertime!
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Access to Kleiner Buchstein (from north)  

     

2B Kleiner Buchstein from “Eisenzieher” (St.Gallen); northside

Drive road number B117 from St. Gallen in direction to Admont. After 3 ½ km, you can park the car beside the closed 
restaurant „Eisenzieher” (left handed, few hundred meters after a fish restaurant). 
Follow the marked (number 644) forest road along the „Griesbach” (small creek). At a sealevel of 747m, follow the path 
to the left into the forest. You’ll cross some forest roads and later the trail follows a steep wooden ridge which will bring 
you to the rocks. 
Hike up an earthy and steep gully, follow the path trough a short mountain pine field and hit the „Nordschulter” at a 
sealevel of 1822m.
To the „Südwestgrat” went to the right, to the „Nordkante” went to the left.

Time for the hike: about 3hours
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Kleiner Buchstein - Nordwestwand    

Normalweg  2  (obl.)

Character: 
1st ascend was made by H.Hess, G.Gerstenberg and A.Rodlauer on 29.08.1877.
From the „Nordschulter”, hike to the right. After the traverse below the wall, you’ll hit a niche (located nearly the direct 
summit line). Climb up on the left side of the niche into the corner (iron poles). Hike up some terraces (gravel) and 
went right up to a prominent shoulder. Climb up a steep gully and further diagonally up to the left into a crack. Climb 
through the crack until the steep headwall. Now went up to the left (gravel) to the col. Climb up the ridge (bypassing 
some rocky towers) to the next col. The last part to the summit you should climb on the left side of the ridge. Now 
you’re standing on the lower northeast summit (1985mH) with the crucifix on it.
You should be able to climb down the grade 2 passages easy and safe!

Time for the climb ca. ½ hour - including the access ca. 3 ½ hours.

History: 
The Kleine Buchstein was called „wild boy” and „unclimbable” in early years. After the 1st ascent in year 1877 the ascent 
was shortly repeated 6 times, but the locals - especially the hunters – didn’t believe in this.
1884 a man wrote: „The Kleine Buchstein is the holy relic of the Ennstal people”

To provide the evidence, Mr. Alfred Pallavicini climbed up the rock pinnacle (11.09.1885). The mountain guides J.Steiner 
and C.Fischer from the Dachstein area were helping him. Mr. Pozweg (Employee of Earl Kinsky of St. Gallen) and a local 
hunter have also helped them. 
When the group reached the valley, they have brought the summit map of H.Hess. 
Now the unbelieving St. Gallener people had to believe in the seemingly impossible ascension.
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Kleiner Buchstein – Südwestgrat     

Südwestgrat  3-  (obl.)

Character: 
Stimulating, sometimes exposed ridge at unique beautiful landscape! Because of the amazing views to the summit of 
Gr. Buchstein and the other Gesäuse summits, this ridge climb is a real dreamlike adventure!
Don’t underestimate the demanding descent via Normalweg! Description page 358.

First ascent : 
H.Pfannl, T.Maischberger; 22.10.1899

Difference in altitude: 
125m

Access: 
2B from the Nordschulter traverse to the entry of the Normalweg. Now traverse down, cross some gullies and hit the 
entry beside a memorial shield.

Take a look at the picture page 358

Descend: 
Climb down the „Normalweg”. Description page 358.
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Access to Tiflimauer from Gstatterboden   
     

2C Tieflimauer from Gstatterboden and St. Gallen

Park your car in the village Gstatterboden beside the „Nationalpark Pavillon” opposite the railway station. Hike up the 
forest road number 646 and later the marked path to the Ennstalerhütte.
Time for the hike is about 2 - 2 ½ hours.

Alternative it’s possible to hike up to the Ennstalerhütte from the north -west. 2km after the village „Großreifling” in 
direction St.Gallen (Erbsattel road), park your car beside the (closed) „Hackerschmide”. Take the marked trail (also 
number 646!) up to the Ennstalerhütte.
Time for the hike is about 2 - 2 ½ hours.

From the Ennstalerhütte take the trail number 645 in direction to Tieflimauer and Kleiner Buchstein. You’ll pass the 
entry of the via ferrata „Teufelsteig”. Traverse the south side of the Tieflimauer and hit the col (sealevel 1650m) below 
the west-pillar. The last 200m are gravelled and grade 1-2!

Time for the hike from the Ennstalerhütte: ca. 1 ½ hours
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Tieflimauer – Westwand      

Westkante  4+   (4 obl.)

Character: 
Impressive pillar and beautiful landscape - not often visited in the past. Gesäusefans will be surprised about the 
beautiful nature!

First ascent: 
K.Reifschneider, J.Pany; 03.09.1932

Difference in altitude: 
180m

Access: 
2C to the bottom of the west pillar

Take a look at the picture page 362!

Descend: 
From the exit to the summit (ca 10 minutes). Hike the marked path in direction east into a gravelled slope and climb 
down the 10m iron wire left of the ridge. From the col, climb up the next cable (12m) to the presummit. On the next 
ridge you’ll find the next cable (8m) which is helping you through the small and exposed passage. From a terrace 
(sealevel 1772m) climb down a slab (2m cable) and in a few minutes you’ll reach the Tieflimauer col. From this point 
follow the trail back to the Ennstalerhütte. Attention: Very dangerous during thunderstorms and lightning crashes!

Tipp: You can abseil the route easily. Climb the „Westwand” too and the long access is much more profitable.
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Tieflimauer – Westwand      

Westwand  4   (4- obl.)

Character: 
Old and classic ascent which was forgotten for longer time. After redeveloping the belays we hope for more visitors.

First ascent: 
H.Pfannl, F.Zimmer; 03.09.1899

Difference in altitude: 
180m

Access: 
2C to the bottom of the west pillar

Take a look at the picture page 362!

Descend: 
From the exit to the summit (ca 10 minutes). Hike the marked path in direction east into a gravelled slope and climb 
down the 10m iron wire left of the ridge. From the col, climb up the next cable (12m) to the presummit. On the next 
ridge you’ll find the next cable (8m) which is helping you through the small and exposed passage. From a terrace 
(sealevel 1772m) climb down a slab (2m cable) and in a few minutes you’ll reach the Tieflimauer col. From this point 
follow the trail back to the Ennstalerhütte. Attention: Very dangerous during thunderstorms and lightning crashes!
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Tieflimauer – Westwand      

Südwestwand  7+   (5+ obl.)

Character: 
Classic and various route trough cracks on mostly very compact rock. After a redevelopment, it’s an enjoyment to climb 
this ascent in beautiful landscape.

First ascent: 
F.Kasparek, K.Neumann, S.Golliasch; 22.06.1934

Difference in altitude: 
180m

Access: 
2C to the bottom of the west pillar and further to the start.

Take a look at the picture page 362!

Descend: 
From the exit to the summit (ca 10 minutes). Hike the marked path in direction east into a gravelled slope and climb 
down the 10m iron wire left of the ridge. From the col, climb up the next cable (12m) to the presummit. On the next 
ridge you’ll find the next cable (8m) which is helping you through the small and exposed passage. From a terrace 
(sealevel 1772m) climb down a slab (2m cable) and in a few minutes you’ll reach the Tieflimauer col. From this point 
follow the trail back to the Ennstalerhütte. Attention: Very dangerous during thunderstorms and lightning crashes!
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Access to Admonter Kalbling and Sparafeld  
   
  

3A Access to Admonter Kalbling from Oberst Klinke Hütte

On the highest point of the road between Admont and Trieben, drive to the parking area „Kaiserau” (skiing resort).
Take the road up to the „Oberst Klinke Hütte” (toll; ca 6€/car).
Hike up trail number 655 (main trail to the summit), which will brings you to the bottom of the south and west face. For 
descent from the summit, take the marked main path to the Klinkehütte.

Time for the hike from Klinkehütte to the start of the routes: ca. 40minutes – 1 hour (depends on the route which you 
like to climb).

3B Access to Sparafeld from Oberst Klinke Hütte

Take trail number 655 in direction to Admonter Kalbling to sealevel of 1796m. You are on that serpentine, which is 
located easternmost of the main trail to Admonter Kalbling! (Topo page 377)
Traverse horizontally to the right (east) now! You’ll traverse grassy and gravelled slopes, rocky passages and gullies. 
Climb up the big gully below the Sparafeld south face (ca 300m) and hike up the grassy slopes diagonally to the right.
In wet conditions and fresh snow, the access could be uncomfortable and dangerous

Time for the hike from Klinkehütte to the entries of the routes: ca. 1 ½ hours
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Kalbling – Nordwestwand    

340er Steig  4-   (obl.)

Character: 
Attractive and enjoyable climb on bright and compact „Dachstein limestone”.
This combination results to a very beautiful and profitable practice climb – especially for beginners.
The lower part until the col correspondents the ascent of Oberenzer and Prokosch. The upper part of the ridge was firstly 
climbed by Peterka and End 1954

First ascent: 
Lower part: H.Oberenzer, E.Prokosch; 16.10.1994
Upper part: H.Peterka, W.End; 28.05.1954

Difference in altitude: 
150m

Access: 
3A to the bottom of the west face. Further, hike the marked main trail around the westwall to the grassy slopes on the 
northwest side. 

Take a look at the picture page 378!

Descend: 
Marked main path back to the Oberst Klinke Hütte (ca. 1 hour)

Tipp:
Perfect terrain for climbing / alpine courses and for beginners!
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Kalbling – Nordwestwand    

Gämsenweg  4   (4- obl.)

Character: 
Friendly and profitable ascent on mostly perfect rock. It’s often possible to traverse out of the route on some ledges. The 
classic ascent „Nordwestrippe” (Peterka/End) was straightened and well protected with bolts (K.Hoi). 

First ascent: 
H.Peterka, W.End; 28.05.1954

Difference in altitude: 
200m

Access: 
3A to the bottom of the west face. Further, hike the marked main trail around the westwall to the grassy slopes on the 
northwest side. 

Take a look at the picture page 378!

Descend: 
Marked main path back to the Oberst Klinke Hütte (ca. 1 hour)

Tipp:
Perfect terrain for climbing and alpine courses and for beginners!
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Kalbling – Nordwestwand     

Schritte zum Gipfel  5+  (4+ obl.)
Schluchtpfeiler  6  (5+ obl.)

Character: 
The originally route „Rechte Nordwestrippe” was known after the TV production „Schritte zum Gipfel”.
Mostly friendly climbing passages at brightly and compact limestone.
Especially the „Schluchtpfeiler” offers a dreamlike pitch on perfect rock! It’s one of the best pitches on Kalbling!

First ascent: 
K.Hoi and friends; 1966

Difference in altitude: 
150m

Access: 
3A to the bottom of the west face. Further, hike the marked main trail around the westwall to the grassy slopes on the 
northwest side. 

Take a look at the picture page 378!

Descend: 
Marked main path back to the Oberst Klinke Hütte (ca. 1 hour)

Tipp:
The ascent „Schritte zum Gipfel” is the ideal encore of the route „Pelikan-Riebe”.
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Kalbling – Nordwestwand    

Nordwestgrat 2 – 3

Character: 
The ridge is the border of the northwest and the westface of the mountain. It offers stimulating climbing passages and 
deep views down the westface. The bright slab at the beginning is the crux of the route. Don’t climb up the pillar in the 
middle part, but traverse to the right (small path) through a gully and reach the edge of the ridge!
The route is often used as a descent „Pelikan – Riebe“ and other climbs).

First ascent: 
unknown

Difference in altitude: 
200m

Access: 
3A to the bottom of the west face. Further, hike the marked main trail around the westwall to the grassy slopes on the 
northwest side. From the main path, hike the beautiful smooth gully straight up.

Take a look at the picture page 378!

Descend: 
Marked main path back to the Oberst Klinke Hütte (ca. 1 hour)

Tipp:
Don’t initiate rockfall! Main path to the summit directly below!
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Kalbling – Westwand       

Gesäuse Joint  9-  (8- obl.)

Character: 
Difficult sportclimb with technical entry passage!
For warm up you can climb the route „Schweizertraum” (grade 8).

First ascent: 
J.Stockbauer, M.Kohlhofer; 1991
Preparatory works: H.Glanz, E.Gritsch, P.Strimitzer; 1990
1st redpoint: H. Glanz

Difference in altitude: 
75m

Access: 
3A to the end of the westface. Climb up the gully left of a prominent rockhead (Memorial shield) to 2 prominent niches.

Take a look at the picture page 390!

Descend: 
Abseiling (50m double rope!) or climb down the Nordwestgrat (page 387)

Tipp:
For the difficult start passage you should be warm and prepared. 
Wait for sun in the afternoon!
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Kalbling – Westwand    

Schweizertraum  8   (7+ obl.)

Character: 
Consistently technical challenging sportclimbing route with some compellingly passages. The beginning of the 
3rd pitch is a bit splintery.
Unfortunately less and less visitors…

First ascent: 
M.Strimitzer, J.Stockbauer; May + June 1993

Difference in altitude: 
135m

Access: 
3A to the bottom of the westface. 
Take a look at the picture page 390!

Descend: 
Abseiling (50m double rope!) or climb down the Nordwestgrat (page 387)

Tipp:
Wait for sun in the afternoon! Follow the red bolts!
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Kalbling – Westwand     

Westwandpfeiler  7+   (6 obl.)

Character: 
Artificial ascent in the past. After a redevelopment it’s a profitable and challenging freeclimbing route. The climb offers 
breathtaking steep and original passages.

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, F.Daxböck; 23.10.1966

Difference in altitude: 
180m

Access: 
3A to the bottom of the westface. 
Take a look at the picture page 390!

Descend: 
Abseiling (50m double rope!) or climb up the Nordwestgrat (Grade 2-3) to the summit (or climb down the 
Nordwestgrat; page 387).

Tipp: 
Technical equipment you can leave at home now…
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Kalbling – Westwand     

Scheiblehnerriss  7+   (5+ obl.)

Character: 
Infamous and popular artificial climb in the past. After a redevelopment beautiful and challenging freeclimb. Especially 
pitch 3 is very exhausting and you need strong muscles. Perfect ascent for enthusiasts of alpine sheerness…

First ascent: 
L.Scheiblehner, H.Gassner; July 1947

Difference in altitude: 
160m

Access: 
3A to the prominent viewpoint on the bottom of the westface. 
Take a look at the picture page 390!

Descend: 
Abseiling (50m double rope!) or climb up the Nordwestgrat (Grade 2-3) to the summit (or climb down the Nordwestgrat 
to the main trail; page 387).

Tipp: 
Technical equipment you can leave at home now…  
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Kalbling – Westwand       

Dir. Westwand 6+   (5 obl.)

Character: 
Profitable ascent with nice line management on mostly perfect rock. The very steep last pitch (Grade 6+, often wet) can 
be climbed artificial.

First ascent: 
H.Abel, H.Wolf; 27.09.1980

Difference in altitude: 
220m

Access: 
3A to the prominent viewpoint on the bottom of the westface. The entry you’ll find on the left side of the steep talus 
which is coming down nearly until the main path. 
Take a look at the picture page 390!

Descend: 
Climb up the Nordwestgrat to the summit and hike down the well marked main path.

Tipp: 
For the challenging overhanging chimney at the end you should bring some reserves and extrapower with you…
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Kalbling – Westwand       

Pelikan – Riebe  4-  (obl.)

Character: 
Continuous stimulating and sometimes exposed ascent which is crossing the whole westface. You’ll find some original 
climbing passages on mostly good rock. Easiest ascent through the westface. You need a good feeling for the correct 
line!

First ascent: 
H.Pelikan, F.Riebe; 07.07.1907

Difference in altitude: 
200m

Access: 
3A to the prominent sporn (talus), which is nearly coming down to the main trail (memorial shield). Right-handed of 
the sporn, hike up through the gully to the start in the corner below the big overhang. 
Take a look at the picture page 390!

Descend: 
Climb up the Nordwestgrat to the summit and hike down the well marked main path.

Tipp: 
Perfect combination with the ascent „Schritte zum Gipfel” (page 385) possible!
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Kalbling – Westwand      

Herbst - Scholz  4+  (obl.)

Character: 
Very popular and often visited route. The varied climb offers beautiful and some exposed passages. Rock quality is 
compact mostly.

First ascent: 
R.Herbst, M.Scholz; 16.07.1925

Difference in altitude: 
250m

Access: 
3A to the prominent sporn (talus), which is nearly coming down to the main trail (memorial shield). Right-handed of 
the sporn, hike up through the gully to the start in the corner below the big overhang. 
Take a look at the picture page 390!

Descend: 
From the book (WB), climb up the Südgrat (3 pitches, maximum grade 4-). Now hike up the northwestridge to the 
summit and follow the marked main path back to the Klinkehütte.

Tipp: 
Because of rare pitons the 4th grade should be well mastered!
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Kalbling – Westwand      

Denggführe  7-   (5+ obl.)

Character: 
Persistent steep and exposed climb on mostly good rock. For sure the ascent is one of the most profitable routes on 
Kalbling. Because of this, the route is often visited. Additionally you can secure the climb with nuts, friends etc. very 
well.

First ascent: 
I. and A. Dengg; 09.05.1971

Difference in altitude: 
250m

Access: 
3A to the prominent sporn (talus), which is nearly coming down to the main trail (memorial shield). Right-handed of 
the sporn, hike up through the gully to the start in the corner below the big overhang. 
Take a look at the picture page 390!

Descend: 
Traverse (grade 1) to the book (WB) on the 2nd shoulder of Südgrat. Follow the Südgrat to his end. (3 more pitches, 
maximum grade 3+). Now hike up the northwestridge to the summit and follow the marked main path back to the 
Klinkehütte.

Tipp: 
In the upper part, you can climb the bit overhanging „Simsalabim” crack as exit variant. This amazing crack (freeclim-
bing, grade 6) is very challenging and breathtaking. Some camalot can calm your nerves…
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Kalbling – Westwand      

Blue light  7  (7- obl.)
Blue night  9-  (8- obl.) Variant 

Info: 
On this page, the actually English description is different to the German version in the Xeis-Auslese book! 
Below, we describe the route “Blue light” which is a homogeny route. The very difficult „Blue night” we describe as 
variant! 

Character: 
The very beautiful and well protected sportclimb offers perfect rock quality. 
Maybe the climb is the best on Kalbling westface!
In the difficult variant „Blue night” you’ll find compact and very well rock too. The crux passage is smooth and very 
technical.

First ascent: 
F.Bräuer, L.Schloßgangl; October 2007
1st redpoint Blue night: B.Pranzl; 2008

Difference in altitude: 
250m

Access: 
3A to the prominent sporn (talus), which is nearly coming down to the main trail (memorial shield). Right-handed of 
the sporn, hike up through the gully to the start in the corner below the big overhang. 
Take a look at the picture page 390!

Descend: 
Climb up 3 pitches (maximum grade 3+) to the book (WB) on the 2nd shoulder of the Südgrat. Follow the Südgrat to 
his end. (3 more pitches, maximum grade 3+). Now hike up the northwestridge to the summit and follow the marked 
main path back to the Klinkehütte.

Alternative: Abseiling after last difficult pitch.

Tipp: 
Abseil the route with 70m single rope is possible!
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Kalbling – Südwestwand     

Südwestpfeiler  6+   (5+ obl.)

Character: 
Very popular and friendly ascent. The route is well protected and offers very good rock quality. You’ll find varied, some-
times very exposed passages. Partially splintery parts (especially at the beginning of the 4th pitch).

First ascent: 
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 1997

Difference in altitude: 
155m

Access: 
3A to the prominent niche below the big overhang (bench inside the niche, memorial shield „Gerhard”).
Hike left around the edge to the start (7 meters).

Take a look at the pictures page 390 and 408!

Descend: 
Follow the „Südgrat“ to his end (maximum grade 3+). Now hike up the northwestridge to the summit and follow the 
marked main path back to the Klinkehütte.

Alternative: Abseiling (on lonely days). Abseil belays: Look at the topo!

Tipp: 
In good conditions it’s doable in winter.
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Kalbling – Südwand       

Südgrat  6-  (4- obl.)

Character: 
For sure the Südgrat is the most popular and often visited ascent in Gesäuse. Unfortunately this proves the polished 
rock…
The exposed crux traverse you can climb artificial (A0). The most profitable entry variant is the „Westwand Einstieg”. If 
you like to climb the Südgrat much more difficult, take the „Marterlkopf Einstieg” and follow the direct variants nearby 
the edge of the pillar.

First ascent: 
A.Horeschowsky, F.Piekielko; 02.07.1922

Marterlkopf Einstieg: 
K.Hoi, R.Kittl; 13.10.2003

Difference in altitude: 
280m

Access: 
3A to the prominent niche below the big overhang (bench inside the niche, memorial shield „Gerhard”).
Hike left around the edge to the start of the Westwandeinstieg (7 meters).

Descend: 
Hike the northwestridge to the summit (easy). Now follow the marked main path back to the Klinkehütte.

Tipp: 
In good conditions it’s doable in winter.
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Kalbling – Südwand      

Südverschneidung  6+  (5 obl.)

Character: 
Short but nice climb at not always perfect rock. After a redevelopment the ascent is well protected. The 1st difficult 
pitch offers you a beautiful climb and is very well protected!

First ascent: 
L.Scheiblehner, W.Lindenbach; 27.04.1947

Difference in altitude: 
200m

Access: 
3A below to the „Marterlkopf ”. We recommend climbing the „Westwandeinstieg” or „Direkter Südgrateinstieg” to reach 
the 1st shoulder of the Südgrat (topo Südgrad; page 413). 

From the shoulder climb down about 20m and take the ledge with bolts for reaching the entry.

Take a look at the picture page 408!

Descend: 
Hike up the northwestridge to the summit (easy). Now follow the marked main path back to the Klinkehütte.
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Kalbling – Südwand      

Linke Südwand  7+  (6 obl.)

Character: 
In the past the ascent was daring and a psychical challenge. The line was following not always solid rock.
After a humane redevelopment with bolts, cleaning and straightening, the climb is profitable now. The route offers 
some very interesting passages.

First ascent:
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 31.10.1983

Difference in altitude: 
200m

Access: 
3A below to the „Marterlkopf ”. We recommend climbing the „Westwandeinstieg” or „Direkter Südgrateinstieg” to reach 
the 1st shoulder of the Südgrat (topo Südgrad; page 413). 

From the shoulder climb down about 20m and take the ledge with bolts for reaching the entry.

Take a look at the picture page 408!

Descend: 
Hike the northwestridge to the summit (100m). Now follow the marked main path back to the Klinkehütte.
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Kalbling – Südwand       

Waidhofnerweg  5+  (4+ obl.)

Character: 
Classic line through cracks and corners on not always solid rock. Mostly exposed climb through the imposing southwall. 
The short crux passage (grade 5+) can be made artificial (A0).

First ascent:
F.Krenn, K.Dorner, F.Gruber; 30.05.1925
The line was straightened a bit by K.Hoi in year 1979

Difference in altitude: 
200m

Access: 
3A below to the „Marterlkopf ”. We recommend climbing the „Westwandeinstieg” or „Direkter Südgrateinstieg” to reach 
the 1st shoulder of the Südgrat (topo Südgrad; page 413). 

From the shoulder climb down about 20m and take the ledge with bolts for reaching the entry.

Take a look at the picture page 408!

Descend: 
Hike the northwestridge to the summit (100m). Now follow the marked main path back to the Klinkehütte.

Tipp: 
Leave the chimney in 1st pitch to the left. Don’t climb up the chimney to a bolt (difficult project!).
If you’re trying to climb the crux passage in freeclimbing style: Climb the steep passage a bit on the left side of the 
pitons!
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Kalbling – Südwand       

Gamskitz  8/8+  (6+ obl.)

Character: 
Extraordinarily beautiful route. Except the 1st pitch (runout), the climb is very well protected. The crux passage is tricky 
and you’ve to balance well…

First ascent:
R.Gsöllpointner, J.Gstöttenmayr; 19.09.1993

Difference in altitude: 
100m

Access: 
3A; from main trail, hike up the grassy slope and climb up the short (steep) talus.

Take a look at the picture page 408!

Descend: 
Abseiling

Tipp:
In wet conditions, the access (grassy slope) could be unpleasant. For the steep talus you should be well surefooted! 
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Kalbling – Südwand       

Gamspfeiler  6+  (5 obl.)

Character: 
Popular and often visited ascent on mostly compact rock. After a redevelopment, the Gamspfeiler is a well protected 
classic climb. The direct exit is a bit more difficult, but a recommended profitable variant. 
The original exit follows steep grassy slopes with a lot of loose rock. Don’t initiate rockfall!

Take a look at the picture page 408!

First ascent:
K.Hoi, D.Riedel, H.Stelzig; 16.09.1993

Difference in altitude: 
250m

Access: 
3A; Take trail number 655 in direction to Admonter Kalbling to sealevel of 1796m. You are on that serpentine, which is 
located easternmost of the main trail to Admonter Kalbling! (Topo page 377). From this point hike up the grassy-gravel-
led slopes diagonally to the right and reach a prominent gully. Follow the gully to the entry.

Descend: 
From the exit, follow steep grassy slopes to the big „Speikboden” (flat meadow below the summit). Reach the marked 
main path and hike back to the Klinkehütte.

Tipp: 
In wet conditions, the access (grassy slope) and the slopes from the exit up to the Speikboden might be unpleasant. 
After rainfalls the route will be wet for longer time.
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Sparafeld – Südwand      

Diagonale  6  (5 obl.)

Character: 
Amazing and beautiful climb through corners and slabs. The rock quality almost is very well! Very popular and often 
visited climb, some passages are a bit polished. 

First ascent:
L.Scheiblehner, H.Hlawitschka, W.Breitfuß, W.Grutschnig; 16.08.1950

Difference in altitude: 
220m

Access: 
3B to the entry below the southwest pillar.

Take a look at the picture page 428!

Alternative: 
After a climb on Kalbling hike on the „Speikboden” (big flat meadow) in direction to the Sparafeld summit. Abseil (bolt) 
or climb down (Grade 2-3, loose rock) the prominent canyon few hundred meters in front of the Sparafeld summit.

Descend: 
Reach the marked main path and hike back to the Klinkehütte.
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Sparafeld – Südwand      

Südwestpfeiler  7+   (6- obl.)

Character: 
Not often visited ascent in the past. After redevelopment and line straightening it’s a profitable climb on 
the elegant pillar.

First ascent:
K.Hoi, R.Göschl; 28.02.1961

Difference in altitude: 
140m

Access: 
3B to the entry below the southwest pillar.

Take a look at the picture page 428!

Alternative: 
After a climb on Kalbling, hike on the „Speikboden” (big flat meadow) in direction to the Sparafeld summit. Abseil (bolt) 
or climb down (Grade 2-3, loose rock) the prominent canyon few hundred meters in front of the Sparafeld summit.

Descend: 
Reach the marked main path and hike back to the Klinkehütte.

Tipp: 
Abseil the route and climb the „Diagonale” too!
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Sparafeld – Südwand      

Damokles  8/8+   (7 obl.)

Character: 
Psychical challenging sportclimbing route with some longer runouts and bit hard rating. The crux passage you’ll find at 
a short slab (less friction).

First ascent:
M.+P. Strimitzer; H.Glanz; May 1994 + October 1995

Difference in altitude: 
200m

Access: 
3B to the entry below the south face.

Take a look at the picture page 428!

Alternative: 
After a climb on Kalbling, hike on the „Speikboden” (big flat meadow) in direction to the Sparafeld summit. Abseil (bolt) 
or climb down (Grade 2-3, loose rock) the prominent canyon few hundred meters in front of the Sparafeld summit.

Descend: 
Reach the marked main path and hike back to the Klinkehütte.
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Sparafeld – Südwand     

Südwand  7+   (6 obl.)

Character: 
The extremely rare repeated and nearly unknown route was redeveloped 2005. Splintery passages alternate with parts 
of good rock quality. Mostly alpine character in wild and steep scenery!

First ascent:
K.Hoi, L.Dengg, H.Stelzig, N.Rafanowitsch; 22.05.1972

Difference in altitude: 
200m

Access: 
3B to the entry below the south face.

Take a look at the picture page 428!

Alternative: 
After a climb on Kalbling, hike on the „Speikboden” (big flat meadow) in direction to the Sparafeld summit. Abseil (bolt) 
or climb down (Grade 2-3, loose rock) the prominent canyon few hundred meters in front of the Sparafeld summit.

Descend: 
Reach the marked main path and hike back to the Klinkehütte.

Tipp: 
Ascent for real alpinists among us…
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Sparafeld – Südwand     

Südpfeiler  5   (obl.)

Character: 
Alpine ascent at the pillar which is coming down from the summit directly. Climb up the pillar and enjoy the amazing 
scenery! After redevelopment and straightening, the classic route is upgraded and profitable. 
Respect for the discoverer, which climbed this heroic route in year 1927!

First ascent:
H.Peterka, F.Hermann; 30.10.1927

Difference in altitude: 
250m

Access: 
3B to the entry below the south face.

Take a look at the picture page 428!

Alternative: 
After a climb on Kalbling, hike on the „Speikboden” (big flat meadow) in direction to the Sparafeld summit. Abseil (bolt) 
or climb down (Grade 2-3, loose rock) the prominent canyon few hundred meters in front of the Sparafeld summit.

Descend: 
Reach the marked main path and hike back to the Klinkehütte.

Tipp: 
Maybe in future the ascent will be much more visited and the rock quality should get better and better…
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Access to Admonter Reichenstein    

     

3C Access to Admonter Reichenstein from the Mödlingerhütte

From the village Gaishorn, drive up the forest road (toll, ca. 6€/car) number 671 in direction Mödlingerhütte. From the 
parking area you have to hike about 15 minutes to the Mödlingerhütte.

Alternative: From the village Johnsbach (Parking beside the Restaurant „Gasthof zum Donner”) hike up the marked trail 
and forest road (numbers 601 and 608) to the Mödlingerhütte.

Time for the hike: about 2 – 2 ½ hours

From the Mödlingerhütte follow the marked main trail in direction Reichenstein. At the point were the trail traverses far 
to the left (west), hike straight up the slope to the grassy ridge of the „Pfarrmauer” (sealevel 1960m).
Follow the ridge which is getting steeper and steeper now (sometimes bit rocky) and reach the start in front of the 1st 
rock tower on the left side of the ridge. 

Time for the hike from Mödlingerhütte: about 1 hour
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Totenköpfel - Reichenstein (traverse)   

Ostgrat – Ostwand  3   (obl.)

Character: 
Impressive traverse with beautiful views down to the Johnsbach valley and to the Hochtor group.

First ascent:
Totenköpfel Ostgrat: H.Pfannl, T.Maischberger; 21.07.1897
Reichenstein Ostwand: L.Brunner, A.Franz; 06.06.1884

Difference in altitude: 
250m

Access: 
3C to the shoulder on the Pfarrmauer
Take a look at the picture page 440!

Descend: 
Climb down the steep and challenging main path (Grade 1-2) back to the Mödlingerhütte

Tipp: 
Abseil from Totenköpfel to the Reichensteinscharte: 1st belay you’ll find about 10m below the summit on the westface!

In case of bad weather or emergency: It’s possible to traverse out/down from the Reichensteinscharte to the marked 
main path in the south!
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4A Access to Scheiblingstein from the village Hall

Park your car at the end of the village Hall (end of the road is in „Mühlau” = district of the village Hall). GPS 1: (UTM, 
32T) E 0457876, N 05274890

From the parking area, hike the left (!) forest road (marked) in direction Scheiblingstein. Later you have to leave the 
forest road. Always take the marked main trail. On a crossing (few hundred meters in front of the „Pyhrgas Gatterl”), 
take the marked path to the right in direction Scheiblingstein.
After a long traverse to the right, you’ll reach the „Lange Gasse”. After a while, leave the marked main trail right up to 
the grassy ridge. Hike up the ridge to a small flat place in front of a rock. From here you can watch the Scheiblingstein 
westface very well (= ideal place for material depot).
Traverse steep grassy slopes and reach a canyon below the wall. Climb down the canyon (ca. 50 meters) and traverse 
out (Attention, one passage with very loose rock!) into the talus.
Use small ledges, climb some steeper parts (Grade 2-3) and you’ll reach the entries of the routes.
Attention: Dangerous and very unpleasant in wet conditions or fresh snow!
Time for the hike from Mühlau: about 3 hours

Take a look at the detail topo and the map on page 449!
Take a look at the picture page 450!
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Scheiblingstein - Westwand     

Försterschreck  7+   (obl.)

Character: 
Psychical challenging and exigent freeclimbing route on compact rock. Exposed and constantly demanding! You should 
be able to climb the specified grade of difficult. The well and safe handling with mobile placements is highly recom-
mended! 

First ascent:
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig, E.Rudorfer, W.Almberger; 30.09.1984

Difference in altitude: 
370m

Access: 
4A to the entry on the left side of a cave

Take a look at the pictures page 449, 450!

Descend: 
Hike down the marked main path back to the valley.

Tipp: For the talus you should be well surefooted!
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Scheiblingstein - Westwand    

Westwand  8-   (6- A1 obl.)

Character: 
The legendary route embodies the classic style in the Gesäuse Mountains. 
Because of the challenging access, bad quality of pitons and loose rock, the ascent is visited rarely.

First ascent:
F.Schmid, R.Klose, K.Reifschneider; 08.-11. July 1934

Difference in altitude: 
370m

Access: 
4A to the entry on the left side of a cave.

Take a look at the pictures page 449, 450!

Descend: 
Hike down the marked main path back to the valley.

Tipp: 
For the talus you should be well surefooted!
The many pitons you didn’t find in the topo!
After rainfalls, the big chimney will be wet for long time! Wait for dry conditions!
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Scheiblingstein - Westwand     

Walhalla  8+/9-   (7 obl.)

Character: 
Very various and well protected sportclimbing route with alpine touch. 
Sometimes very exposed.

First ascent:
K.Steinmetz, R.Edelsbacher; 1996-1998
1st onsight: R.Roitinger 1999

Difference in altitude: 
400m

Access: 
4A to a ledge below the route.

Take a look at the pictures page 449, 450!

Descend: 
Hike down the marked main path back to the valley.

Tipp: 
For the talus you should be well surefooted (loose rock, Grade 2-3)!

Attention: In case of abseiling take care – the roofs and traverses could be problematic! After belay pitch 8, the ropes 
could get stuck. Take the bolt on the small terrace below!

For better rope gliding in the lengths use longer slings!
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Scheiblingstein - Westwand     

Nix für Mountainbike  7 A0 (6+ obl.)

Character: 
Long time unknown route trough an impressive sector of the Scheiblingstein.
The lower part is very steep and exposed. In the upper part the ascent follows the compact pillar in beautiful landscape.

First ascent:
K.Hoi, H.Stelzig; 16.10.1993

Difference of altitude: 
370m

Access: 
4A to the start inside the cave.

Take a look at the pictures page 449, 450!

Descend: 
Hike down the marked main path back to the valley.

Tipp: 
For the talus you should be well surefooted (loose rock, Grade 2-3)!
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Bosruck Ostgrat      

Wildfrauensteig  B

Difficulty: B
Challenge: middle
Season:  June - October
Exposition: south, east, north
Base:  Ardningalm
Village/City: Ardning

Character: 
The 1st ascent of the Wildfrauensteig (northeast ridge) to the summit of Bosruck (sealevel 1992m) was made by H.Hess 
in year 1892. For the long and sometimes exposed ridge you should well surefooted! The traverse at this via ferrata 
offers breathtaking deep views and amazing views to the mountains around. The cable passages are not very long and 
difficulties are moderate. You should be very well surefooted during passages without cables! These parts (often grade 
1) do not forgive errors!
It’s not recommended to climb this route with children or inexperienced alpinists! In case of wet conditions or fog you 
shouldn’t climb this via ferrata. Attention in springtime – rests of old snow.

Difficulties: 
Moderate. Passages with and without cables are changing. Mostly passages grade A and A/B, sometimes B. 
Sometimes very exposed, well surefooting is a must!

Difference of altitude: 350m (longitude 1500m!)
Total altitude to hike: 955m up and down too

Access: 
From parking area Ardningalm (sealevel 1037m) hike in direction north east and you’ll reach the „Arlingsattel” at seale-
vel of 1425m. From this point went in direction south east and you’ll hit the start of via ferrata on the northeast ridge 
col (1625mH).
 
Time for the hike: 1 ½ hours

Descent: 
Follow the marked main trail to the „Kitzstein” and hike down (south) to the Ardningalm via the „Rossfeldboden”.

Equipment: 
Complete via ferrata equipment (harness, helmet, via ferrata set)
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Hexenturm - Südostgrat      

Hexensteig  B/C

Difficulty: B/C
Challenge: middle
Season:  June - October
Exposition: south - northeast
Base:  Admonterhaus
Village/City: Weng im Gesäuse

Character: 
The Hexensteig up to the Hexenturm summit (2172mH) is a scenic and not very difficult via ferrata in the Haller Mauern 
mountains.
The via ferrata starts at the Natterriegel and follows the southeast ridge (also called „Bärenkarmauer”) of the Hexen-
turm. Cable passages are changing with unprotected parts. Without cables, the ridge would be rated grade 2 (UIAA).
Unprotected passages trough gravelled terrain requires well surefooting.

Difficulties: 
Moderate - mostly hiking terrain with some protected passages (Grade A/B and B, 1 passage B/C). 
Well surefooting for unprotected passages required!

Difference of altitude: 270m
Total altitude to hike: 1300mH (from Buchauer Sattel to summit)
In case of overnight in the Admonterhaus you can minimize it to 450m on summit day.

Access: 
On the road between St. Gallen and Admont there’s a parking area on the highest point of the road called „Buchauer 
Sattel” (sealevel 860m).
Hike up the well marked main trail, pass the „Grabneralm” (1391m) and reach the Admonterhaus. 
Time to hike is about 2 ½ hours.
Follow the main trail up to the Natterriegel and hike down to the start of via ferrata on the small col (sign).
Time to hike for the total access: 3 – 3 ½ hours

Descent: 
Ident to ascent

Equipment: 
Complete via ferrata equipment (harness, helmet, via ferrata set)

Tipp: 
You an reach the Admonterhaus on a profitable variant. From the Grabneralm hike the marked trail up to the summit of 
„Grabnerstein”. From here, climb the via ferrata (traverse) to Admonterhaus (grade A/B).
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Großer Buchstein - Südwandband   

Südwandband  B/C

Difficulty: B/C
Challenge: middle
Season:  June - October
Exposition: south 
Base:  Buchsteinhaus
Village/City: Gstatterboden

Character: 
The pioneers H.Pfannl, T.Maischberger and V.Wessely opened the route which is following a logical system of ledges in 
year 1899. Hundred years later, the ascent was protected with iron cables.
This via ferrata offers dreamlike views to the northface of the Hochtor group. The sunny ascent in beautiful landscape is 
exposed sometimes and you need a bit courage. Surefooting is required!
Because of the long access and descent, this trip is very exhausting. Spending a night in the „Buchsteinhaus” is recom-
mended.

Difficulties: 
Moderate. Mostly grade A/B and B, short passages B/C. Attention on the start, unfortunately there is no cable (Grade 
1-2)! Well surefooting required!
Attention in case of snow (especially on the shadow part of descent)!

Difference of altitude: 
250m (length 450m)

Total altitude for the hike: 
970mH from Gstatterboden to Buchsteinhaus. From here up to the summit 680mH once again (total 1650mH).

Access: 
2A; description page 327

Descent: 
Marked main trail back (some cables; grade A/B to Buchsteinhaus.
Alternative (but not recommended): Blue marked „Wengerweg”; grade B, climbing passages on loose rock grade 2!

Equipment: 
Complete via ferrata equipment (harness, helmet, via ferrata set)

Tipp: 
Recommended for children older than 14 years.
Don’t initiate rockfall - there are alpine climbing routes below of the via ferrata. Life hazard for climbers!!!
In case of snow on the ledges, don’t climb the via ferrata!
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Tieflimauer – Südwand      

Teufelsteig  C/D

Difficulty: C/D
Challenge: middle
Season:  June - October
Exposition: south 
Base:  Ennstalerhütte
Village/City: Gstatterboden

Character: 
It’s the youngest via ferrata in region. Because of the long ascent and descent it’s recommended to spend a night in the 
Ennstalerhütte. 
This via ferrata offers interesting and varied passages. Up to the summit, difficulties are getting higher and higher! The 
canyon / gully in the upper part with steep parts inside (grade C/D) could be a problem in wet conditions! 
As a one day trip very exhausting!

Difficulties: 
Difficult. Mostly B and B/C, 1 passage C and another passage grade C/D!

Difference of altitude: 
250m (length ca.400m)

Total altitude for the hike: 
970mH from Gstatterboden to Ennstalerhütte. From here up to the summit 280mH once again (total 1250mH).

Access: 
2C; description page 361

Descent: 
Marked main trail back (some cables; grade A) to Ennstalerhütte

Equipment:
Complete via ferrata equipment (harness, helmet, via ferrata set)

Tipp: 
Recommended for children older than 14 years.
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Pfaffenstein - Westgrat     

Eisenerzer – Klettersteig  D

Difficulty: D
Challenge: middle
Season:  May - October
Exposition: west
Base:  no
Village/City: Eisenerz

Character: 
Very scenic and various via ferrata high above the prominent „Erzberg” up to the summit of Pfaffenstein (1865m). The 
very popular „Eisenerzer Klettersteig” is often visited- especially on weekends.  
The route is protected professionally and offers some very exposed and exhausting passages. The ascent follows the 
route „Westgrat” which was 1st ascended by H.Pfannl and T.Maischberger in year 1900.
On hot summer days you should take a bath in the Leopoldsteinerlake (east beach) after the tour.

Difficulties: 
Very difficult. Mostly B/C, several passages C/D and D . Partially very exposed!

Difference of altitude: 
750mH to the start. Via ferrata 300mH (total 1050mH)

Access: 
With a car to Eisenerz. From the main road take a crossing to the north (in direction Polizei and „Hallenbad”). Nearby 
the police station take the road called „Föhrenstrasse” and drive straight ahead to the parking with orientation signs.
At the beginning hike on the road and later take the marked „Markussteig” (trail number 825). After about 1 ½ hours 
you’ll reach a big and prominent niche with memorial signs in it. The entry of via ferrata you’ll find few meters away 
from the niche.
Time for the hike: 1 ½ -2 hours

Descent: 
Marked main trail („Markussteig“, several cables; grade A and A/B) 
Time to hike: ca. 2h 

Alternative: „Schrabachersteig”, grade B and UIAA grade 1, rockfall risk!
Time to hike: ca. 2h 

Equipment: 
Complete via ferrata equipment (harness, helmet, via ferrata set)

Tipp: 
Recommended for children older than 14 years. Pay attention to rockfall in the lower part!
Topo „Schrabachersteig“ (descent variant) page 475!
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Seemauer – Südwand    

Kaiser Franz Josef  – Klettersteig  D

Difficulty: D
Challenge: high
Season:  May - October
Exposition: south
Base:  no
Village/City: Eisenerz

Character: 
Very interesting and sporty via ferrata trough the 850m wall of Seemauer nearby the Leopoldsteinerlake. This „sport-
climbing via ferrata” is the youngest of the „iron way trilogy” in Eisenerz.
The „Kaiser Franz Josef Klettersteig“ is one of the longest difficult via ferrate in whole Austria! It can be describe as a 
real highlight! Dreamlike landscape high above the Leopoldsteinerlake offers the via ferrata various and exhausting 
passages in high grades of difficulties.
A absolutely ingeniously encore is the „Rossloch – Höhlen – Klettersteig” (grade D/E, climb through a big cave) which 
you can reach in about 30 minutes from the exit.

Difficulties: 
Very difficult. Mostly B/C, many passages C/D and D 
Partially very exposed!

Difference of altitude: 
110m from the parking to the start and 850m via ferrata (total 960mH)

Access: With a car to Eisenerz and further to the idyllically Leopoldsteinersee in the north of the city. From the parking 
area (beside the restaurant „Seestüberl”) follow the road down to the west end of the lake. After the wooden bridge 
went immediately to the left and follow the marked „Hochblasersteig”. Hike on the forest road a bit and take the small 
path (sign) up to the right. 
Time for the hike is about 15 minutes.

Descent: Hike/climb down (some cables, grade A/B) the exposed and challenging „Hochblasersteig“. The rocky trail is 
dangerous in wet conditions! Don’t hike the trail if there is some snow! 
You should be very well surefooted! 

Equipment: Complete via ferrata equipment (harness, helmet, via ferrata set)

Tipp: Recommended for children older than 14 years but only with additional security rope!
After your tour we recommend a bath in the lake (bathing area on the east beach).
Persevering and experienced climber could climb the extreme difficult „Rossloch – Höhlen – Klettersteig” (grade D/E) as 
bonus.
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Kaiserschild - Südwestwand    

Kaiserschild Klettersteig  D/E

Difficulty: D/E
Challenge: high
Season:  June - October
Exposition: southwest
Base:  no
Village/City: Eisenerz

Character: 
After 500m cable, for sure you’ll be tired on summit of Kaiserschild (2084m)! The Kaiserschild via ferrata is a real 
sportclimbing trail through a very steep wall. It offers various and long exhausting passages. Addition to the sporting 
aspect, on via ferrata and summit you’ll enjoy the amazing and extraordinary landscape. Unforgettable highlight is the 
„Nepal-bridge” in the upper part.
The Kaiserschild via ferrata is not suitable for newcomer! Many accidents (unfortunately some were fatal…) and heli-
copter rescues in the past verify this!

Difficulties: 
Extremely difficult. Very constantly grade C and D, short passages D/E. Sometimes very very exposed!

Difference of altitude: 
670mH up to the start; 300mH via ferrata 

Access: With a car to Eisenerz and through the city in direction „Eisenerzer Ramsau”. Take the parking beside the restau-
rant „Gemeindealm” at the end of the valley.
Hike into the valley and (after ca. 15 minutes) take the path (Bärenlochsteig) in direction Kaiserschild. Follow the mar-
ked path trough the steep forest and you’ll reach the talus.
A ramp (helmet recommended, rockfall!) will bring you up to the left (some cables on the ramp). Follow the path 
(sometimes exposed) to the start.
Time for the hike is about 1 ½ hours.
You should be well surefooted!

Descent: Marked main trail back to the parking area

Equipment: Complete via ferrata equipment (harness, helmet, via ferrata set)

Tipp: Recommended for children older than 14 years but only with additional security rope!
This route is much more demanding then the Eisenerzer Klettersteig on Pfaffenstein.
Pay attention to rockfall in the lower part!
Climbers who scare like chicken can bypass the Nepal bridge.
On hot summer days we recommend a bath in the Leopoldsteinersee (bathing area on east beach) after the tour.
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Accident – what to do now?     

The Gesäuse mountains are not a sportclimbing area! Every alpinist should think about this!
Fast changes of weather and a lot of other objective (and subjective…) hazards are always present.

What do to in case of emergency?
1.) Stay cool – think and act logically
2.) First aid – if possible
3.) Emergency call

Remember the alpine emergency signs: optical or acoustic signs 6 x / minute (Answer 3 x / minute)

Emergency call via mobile phone- what you should declare:
What’s happened?
Where is the exact place of the accident?
How many peoples are involved?
When did the accident happen?
Which type of injuries?

Please stay cool and give the disponent a chance to ask very detailed. The benefit is a much faster rescue. 
If possible give your GPS data known!
Give always your mobile phone number known!

To wait for help can be gruelling….Use the time for meaningful tasks: Help the wounded as best you can; mark the 
place (for example use a silver rescue blanket); 

When a helicopter is coming and you need help:
Form your body position like a Y (closed legs – spreaded arms)   

When a helicopter is coming and you don’t need help:
Form your body position like a N (closed legs – arms diagonally)

EMERGENCY NUMBERS

140 – MOUNTAIN RESCUE
144 – RED CROSS
112 – INTERNATIONAL RESCUE NUMBER (in case of zero connection)

Notice: Unnecessary phone calls are sucking out the battery of your mobile phone - the phone is very important during 
the rescue!!!

We wish you a lot of fun in “Xeis” and hope no accidents happen!
Alpine Rescue Gesäuse


